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Part i: antique PaPerweights and related objects

2

1

1 Exceptional and very rare antique Clichy 
millefiori carpet ground in a stave basket with 
signature cane paperweight. Delicate white stardust 
canes, with blue bull’s-eye centers, create a prairie 
where varied and colorful millefiori canes are laid 
in spaced concentric rings, including a green and 
white rose cane and a signature cane. The field of 
flowers is held in a blue and white stave basket. 
“Ten stardust grounds have been documented from 
Clichy.” —The Dictionary of Glass Paperweights. See 
Bonham’s December 11, 2013 auction catalog, lot 
92, for recent sale. See L.H. Selman Spring 2008 
Auction 41, lot 1, Dunlop The Dictionary of Glass 
Paperweights on page 319 and “Glass Paperweights, 
The Art Institute of Chicago” on page 31 for similar 
examples.
Diameter 2 1/4" $22,000—30,000

2 Spectacular and very rare antique Saint 
Louis four-paneled close packed millefiori cross 
paperweight. In the style of the dazzling European 
decorative gardens, four triangular panels of tightly 
packed and varied millefiori canes are separated by 
a cruciform of white ogee-tipped red-cored flower 
cog canes, bordered by red, white and green twists, 
with a 28-point complex cog centered by a central 
blue flower, at the apex. See L.H. Selman Fall 2008 
Auction 42, lot 6, for a similar example. Minor 
surface wear.
Diameter 3" $16,000—20,000
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4

5

3

3 Very rare antique Saint Louis 1848 close concentric mille-
fiori mushroom and torsade pedestal paperweight. A white 
stave stem of green and red flower canes supports the tuft of a 
mushroom with three concentric rings of complex millefiori and a 
large central complex cane predominantly in white with dashes of 
coral, blue and green. The mushroom is footed by a blue-encased 
white torsade around a clear, star-cut base, making the design 
very rare. See L.H. Selman Spring 2010 Auction 45, lot 10, for a 
similar example. Signature/date cane. Some surface wear.
Diameter 3 1/8" $16,000—20,000

5 Rare antique Baccarat 1848 “choufleur” Gridel silhouettes 
and millefiori carpet ground paperweight. Reminiscent of a 
cauliflower head, loosely packed complex whorl canes, each with 
a lemonade-colored whorl cane surrounded by a ring of alternat-
ing mauve and lemonade whorls, create a carpet ground where 
the silhouette and picture canes of a flower, horse, dog, rooster, 
elephant, goat, deer and two moths are spaced amongst complex 
millefiori canes. Segments of white and colored latticinio are vis-
ible between the whorls. Signature/date cane. See L.H. Selman 
Winter 2012 Auction 50, lot 5, and The Encyclopedia of Glass 
Paperweights, page 61 for similar examples.
Diameter 2 11/16" $14,000—17,000

4 Excellent and rare antique Baccarat close concentric mille-
fiori and carnation mushroom paperweight. A very complex 
and intriguing red, white and blue central ruffle cane, reminiscent 
of the traditional Bacchus central canes, is surrounded by a ring 
of nine very rare carnation picture canes in white cog tubes, then 
a ring of arrowheads and, finally, a ring of white ruffle canes that 
are pulled downwards to form a white stem that supports the tuft 
of the mushroom, created by the concentric canes. A blue-encased 
white torsade encircles the base of the mushroom. Clear, star-cut 
ground. See Baccarat Paperweights: Two Centuries of Beauty, page 
36, figure 72, for an enlargement of the carnation silhouette cane.
Diameter 2 13/16" $12,000—16,000
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6
6 Antique Venetian (c. 1843-1848) set of twelve enamel 
and millefiori fruit knives, by Giovanni Battista Franchini.  
Master bead-maker Giovanni Battista Franchini and his son,  
Giacomo, were recognized and decorated for their expert artistry in 
the mid-19th Century. The chronicles of their craft and lives have 
illuminated the innovation, allure and popularity of their works 
of art. The Franchinis created letter and portrait canes, distinct 
millefiori and stunning enamel glass, resembling the veins of marble, 
by using simple oil lamps and pots, which drastically contrasted 
with the furnaces and gas torches used by other makers. Adapting 
their method of bead-making and carefully assembling these parts 
in layers around a core, they built objects such as walking sticks, 
parasols and, in the case presented here, twelve cutlery handles. “...
handles for cutlery or other items posed a number of difficulties. 
Such objects required greater skill, because the glass mass was 
more liable to break unless it was heated and cooled slowly and 
evenly.” —Miniature Masterpieces: Mosaic Glass 1838-1924, page 
53. Rarely seen in such a large complete set, the twelve brass-colored 
gilt metal blades are each graced by a hexagonal or cylindrical 
blue, mint green, white and red scrambled enamel glass handle, 
scattered with copper aventurine and millefiori canes, including 
spaced concentric circlets, complex stars, cogs and several types 
of roses known as the progenitors of the Clichy rose cane. Also 
scattered throughout are whole and partial “Gabriel Levi” word 
canes, of which examples can be found in the Corning Museum 
of Glass and Miniature Masterpieces, page 43, image 400. The 
flared ends of the handles are dotted with a single complex cane 
of rings of stars, lozenges or spaced circlets, one with a rose cane. 
Housed in a locking metal-inlayed dark wood box with a lavender 
velvet interior. For further reading and illustrated examples, see 
—Miniature Masterpieces: Mosaic Glass 1838-1924, by Giovanni 
Sarpellon, page 59, image 534-38 and —The Encyclopedia of Glass 
Paperweights, by Paul Hollister, page 20. From the collection of 
an Italian Princely Family; provenance available upon request. 
Varying surface wear. Slightly varying length of handles. 
Lengths from 2 3/4"- 3 1/4" $16,000—20,000

7 Unusual antique Saint Louis close concentric millefiori 
and dancing couple paperweight. A central silhouette cane, 
described by Paul Dunlop in his Dictionary of Glass Paperweights 
as a man and woman dancing capped with party hats, is encircled 
by a ring of floret canes, a ring of red fortress canes encircled by 
green crimps, a ring of ogee-tipped red-cored white crimps, a ring 
of bull’s-eye with fortress or cogs and then, finally, a ring of non-
uniform alternating pattern of 21 complex minuscule dancing 
ladies silhouettes and four minuscule dancing couple silhouettes 
inside a green-cored white crimp stave basket. “...the St. Louis 
equivalent of Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers make their appear-
ance in a beautifully crafted cane.” —The Glass Menagerie, page 
51. From the George Kulles Collection. Very minor surface wear.
Diameter 3 1/16" $6,000—8,000
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9 Excellent and extremely rare antique Baccarat red and 
yellow buttercup-type primrose paperweight. Six cupped yellow 
petals cradle six deep red petals at their center and focus inward 
on a white stardust complex cane with a red and white bull’s-eye 
core. Framed by a fan of five subtly shaded, spaced green leaves, 
the flower sits atop a forking stem shared by a red bud and three 
leaves. It is garlanded by blue and white complex arrow canes in 
alternation with pink-centered white cogs. Clear, star-cut ground. 
“Very rare variations, such as, yellow cupped petals surrounding 
red clematis type petals are known.” —Baccarat Paperweights: 
Two Centuries of Beauty. Pictured in the same publication on 
page 73, figure 229. See also Paperweight Collectors Circle, 25th 
Anniversary Exhibition 1981-2006, Olympia, London, November 
6th-12th, 2006, page 20, top row.
Diameter 3 1/16" $7,000—9,000

8 Very rare antique Baccarat stardust mushroom close packed 
millefiori and blue torsade paperweight. An extremely rare 
white stardust mushroom culminates in a colorful close packed 
display of complex arrow, trefoil, star, cruciform and bull’s-eye 
canes. A blue-encased white twist torsade surrounds the stem of 
the mushroom. Clear, star-cut ground. “Baccarat made mostly 
closepack mushrooms...A rare variation has an outside row of 
stardust canes which is pulled down to form the stem.” —Baccarat 
Paperweights: Two Centuries of Beauty. Very minor surface wear.
Diameter 2 7/8" $5,000—7,000

10 Rare and notable antique Pantin monogram and patterned 
millefiori paperweight. Seven C-scroll garland loops of ten or more 
contrasting pastry molds or millefiori each, along with an eighth loop 
of ten pink and white tube roses, often presumed to be early or late 
Clichy or even Val Saint Lambert, radiate around a central stardust 
ring in the fashion of petals. Each loop is dotted by a pastry mold 
or large six-point star, with the exception of one large and lush pink 
and white tube rose. The central ring encircles a cut out monogram 
of the letters D and P in a blue painted cog over an opaque white 
plaque previously associated with the initials of the Duchess of Parma. 
Clear ground. Pictured and discussed in The Art of the Paperweight: 
Challenging Tradition, page 34 and Important Paperweights from the 
Collection of Charles William Gaylord, Summer 1995 – L.H. Selman 
Ltd. auction catalog, lot 115. For similar example, see La Cristallerie 
de Clichy, page 374, H. Some surface wear.
Diameter 3 1/16" $4,000—6,000
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12 Antique Saint Louis four-colored crown paperweight. 
Departing from a central complex cane in pink, green, white 
and blue, ten brilliantly colored twisted ribbons meet again at 
the weight’s base, alternating with twelve spiraling, braided white 
latticinio filigree twists. Ribbon colors are in alternating twisting 
pairs of blue and yellow and red and green. Minor surface wear.
Diameter 2 9/16" $2,000—3,000

11 Antique Val Saint Lambert patterned millefiori circlets 
and rose canes paperweight. Five circular garlands of millefiori, 
one of five green and pink Clichy-type rose canes, are each cen-
tered by a contrasting millefiori including a large green and pink 
Clichy-type rose cane. One of the circlets consists of pink, white 
and yellow honeycomb canes that are echoed in a larger similar 
honeycomb cane at the center of the circlets. A border garland of 
striped twist segments encircles the design. Parallel white latticinio 
twist ground. “These paperweights do not turn up very often at 
European or American auctions; so one must assume that, unless 
they are secreted in great numbers in Belgian households, not 
very many were made.” —The Encyclopedia of Glass paperweights, 
page 188. Pictured and discussed in Kulles's Identifying Antique 
Paperweights: the Less Familiar, page 65 and Important Paperweights 
from the Collection of Charles William Gaylord, Summer 1995 – 
L.H. Selman Ltd. auction catalog, lot 137.
Diameter 3 1/8" $3,000—4,000

13 Antique Saint Louis close concentric millefiori and dog 
silhouette paperweight. A complex silhouette cane of a dog, pos-
sibly an Epagneul Picard as described by John Hawley on page 43 
of The Glass Menagerie, is encircled by five close concentric rings of 
complex millefiiori, two of which are blue-cored ogee-tipped white 
canes while the others include floret, tube and fortress canes, all 
held in a blue and white-cored pistachio and white-striped stave 
basket.
Diameter 3 1/16" $4,000—5,000
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15 Very rare and fine antique Baccarat butterfly over red 
and white double clematis compound paperweight. A very 
rare double clematis, with outer pointed, variegated white petals, 
inner rounded, smooth red petals and a stardust cane center with 
a red bull’s-eye core, blooms with a halo of five leaves from a short 
stem as though waving a hand to the lovely colorful millefiori 
butterfly that passes above. Clear, star-cut ground.
Diameter 3 1/8" $6,000—8,000

14 Spectacular antique Baccarat butterfly over white double 
clematis compound faceted paperweight. A honeycomb cane is 
at the center of a white clematis, with two tiers of variegated white 
petals, a tightly-shut companion bud and a crown of serrated green 
leaves, that blooms on a short stem. A colorful butterfly, with a 
translucent purple latticinio tube body, blue eyes, antennae, a pair 
of beautiful warm-colored millefiori upper wings and a pair of 
multi-colored and scrambled millefiori lower wings, hovers over 
the flower. Six and one facets with twelve thumbprints near the 
base. Clear, star-cut ground. Minor surface wear.
Diameter 2 1/2" $7,000—9,000

16 Antique Saint Louis scrambled millefiori with signature 
cane wafer stand. A clear shallow bowl, with six lobes, is adorned 
with a delicate pink and white twist torsade on the rim. The dish 
sits atop a paperweight-shaped base with a scramble of whole and 
partial complex millefiori canes, filigree, white latticinio and a 
signature cane. From the C. Frank Kireker Collection. Minor 
surface wear.
Diameter 3 1/2", height 3 3/8" $2,500—3,500
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18 Antique Clichy cobalt blue and white swirl with rose cane 
miniature paperweight. An iconic pink and green rose rests at 
the center of alternating cobalt blue and white curved radial bands 
that create a mesmerizing vortex. “Under the magnification of the 
dome, whirling millefiori pinwheels create a scintillating visual 
illusion, forming a dramatic ground for the millefiori cane. This 
piece holds one spellbound, a twisting whirlpool with a rose at 
its center.” —The Art of the Paperweight: Challenging Tradition, 
page 28.
Diameter 2 1/4" $2,000—4,000

17 Antique Clichy pansy paperweight. A perky pansy flower, 
its upper petals in a smooth and light purple, the lower petals a 
cool and light butter yellow, has trios of thinly outlined stamens 
radiating from the apex of the petals and blooms from a long undu-
lating stem with four variegated leaves and a tightly shut purple 
bud, wrapped in light green tendrils. Clear ground. Displayed at 
the Bergstrom-Mahler Museum of Glass from 2014-2016 and 
mentioned in the April 2015 PCA Newsletter on page 4. Some 
surface wear.
Diameter 2 3/4" $1,200—1,600

19 Antique Val Saint Lambert close concentric millefiori and 
torsade magnum paperweight. A central pink cog cane, with 
small interior cross canes, is the focus of two close concentric rings 
of large cog and pastry mold-like canes in light green, cobalt blue 
and magenta, bordered by a white and blue torsade. Opaque pink 
ground. Some surface wear.
Diameter 3 11/16" $800—1,000
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20 Very rare antique French, possibly Pantin, rose bouquet 
sulphide paperweight. A silvery sulphide of five blooming roses 
accompanied by companion buds and scattered leaves, all on long 
thin stems gathered at the base by a ribbon, shimmers over a 
clear ground. Similar example pictured and discussed in the Jim 
Barton and Paul Dunlop joint article “Three Pantin Sulphide 
Paperweights” found on page 32 of the 2016 PCA Bulletin.
Diameter 2 13/16" $3,500—5,000

22 Unusual and rare antique Clichy pink blossom paper-
weight. A single blossom, with a yellow millefiori pollen center 
revealing a peering stardust stamen cane, has five light pink petals, 
which are composed of flattened glass tubes each spaced by thin 
green sepals, and blooms at the end of a long stem from which 
springs a branch of five dark green leaves. Clear ground. Similar 
examples have sold in L.H. Selman Fall 2007 Auction 40 as lot 
24, Bonham’s London auction on June 15, 2011 as lot 276 and 
Sotheby’s London auction on April 18, 2006 as lot 224. Minor 
surface wear.
Diameter 2 9/16" $2,500—3,500

21 Antique Saint Louis salmon dahlia paperweight. Three 
tiers of black-striped salmon-colored petals, each further striped 
with yellow and pink around the black lines, radiate from a red 
nexus dotted with six dark blue stamens to form a bright fully 
splayed dahlia blossom, with a crown of four green leaves, that 
blooms at the end of a short stem with two opposing green leaves. 
Clear ground. From the C. Frank Kireker Collection.
Diameter 2 1/2" $3,000—4,000
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2423

24 Antique Baccarat white pompon, buds and garland faceted 
paperweight. Delicate concentric white alveoli, arranged in five 
radiating tiers, grow in size as they depart from a central yellow 
rod cane to form a lush pompon blossom that blooms atop a short 
curvy stem with two opposing green leaves. Two short white buds 
peer from behind the bloom and interrupt a crown of five dark 
green leaves. A border garland of white stardust and red pastry 
molds encircles the flower. Clear, star-cut ground. Five and one 
facets. From the George Kulles Collection. Minor surface wear.
Diameter 3" $2,000—3,000

23 Uncommon antique Saint Louis blue pelargonium on 
swirling latticinio paperweight. A delicate flower, with five shaded 
and notched blue petals around a yellow, black and green center, 
blooms atop a green stem alongside two slender green leaves, a 
slender sepal peering between each petal. Two, nearly invisible, 
black lines accent each of the flower’s petals. White double-swirl 
latticinio cushion. From the C. Frank Kireker Collection.
Diameter 2 13/16" $2,000—3,000

25 Antique Silesian Riesengebirge Josephinenhutte spaced 
millefiori and silhouettes paperweight. Silhouettes of a running 
horse and of a monkey are joined by four other spaced complex 
canes to form a ring around a large central red complex cane, over 
a cushion of white upset muslin. Minor surface wear.
Diameter 2 3/4" $1,000—1,500
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26 Antique Clichy concentric millefiori in a stave basket 
pedestal paperweight. A cluster of green and pink star bundles 
around a feathery white cane is encircled by six concentric rings of 
assorted stardust, cog, bull’s-eye and floret canes, in pink, green, 
blue, red and white, within a basket of vertical purple and white 
staves which extends downward to the clear footed base. “The 
piedouche was another innovative variation of the paperweight 
format. The artisans accentuated the grandeur of the millefiori 
by literally placing it on a pedestal. These pieces are also known 
as basket weights, because they conjure poetic images of a bright 
basket filled with ‘a thousand flowers.’ All of the major French 
factories produced pedestal weights, but Clichy excelled in this 
area.” —The Art of the Paperweight: Challenging Tradition. Minor 
surface wear and interior flaw.
Diameter 2 11/16", height 2 3/8" $2,000—3,000

27 Antique Clichy millefiori and very rare yellow rose chequer 
paperweight. A stunning yellow rose cane appears in the first of 
two concentric rings of colorful and varied complex millefiori 
around a central blue and white pastry mold cane at the apex of 
delicate white latticinio tubes in a chequer pattern.
Diameter 3 1/8" $2,500—3,500

28 Antique Clichy scrambled millefiori paperweight. A lively 
assortment of whole and partial complex canes, including pastry 
molds, several rose canes, moss, bull’s-eyes, six-point stars and 
cogs, creates a colorful cushion over a layer of concentric whole 
canes only visible from the bottom. Very minor surface wear.
Diameter 3 3/16" $1,800—2,000
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32 Rare antique Baccarat 1849 close packed millefiori and 
Gridel silhouettes paperweight. Gridel silhouettes of a red dog, and 
a purple deer, horse and rooster are spaced in a ring within a field of 
tightly packed and impressively varied complex millefiori, including 
quatrefoils, trefoils, stars, bull’s-eyes, fortresses and arrowheads, with 
a few bits of white latticinio visible between the canes. Date cane.
Diameter 2 1/2" $4,000—6,000

33 Antique Baccarat 1847 close packed millefiori and Gridel 
silhouettes miniature paperweight. Gridel silhouette canes of 
a large blue rooster, small horse and dancing devil are scattered 
among an assortment of colorful complex millefiori, including 
stars, honeycomb, arrowheads, trefoils, quatrefoils, bull’s-eyes, 
fortresses and whorls. White upset muslin visible between the 
canes. Date cane.
Diameter 2" $1,400—1,800

34 Antique Baccarat 1848 close packed millefiori and Gridel 
silhouettes paperweight. Colorful whorl, fortress, shamrock, 
arrowhead, star and honeycomb complex canes, among others, 
separate and surround a racing ring of the silhouette canes of a 
dog, horse, goat, deer and monkey, a pheasant having escaped the 
merry-go-round of the other animals. White and colored upset 
muslin peers from between the canes. Signature/date cane. Very 
minor surface wear.
Diameter 2 1/2" $2,000—3,000

29 Antique Baccarat 1848 spaced concentric millefiori and 
Gridel silhouettes on upset muslin paperweight. A central green 
and white complex moth silhouette cane is ringed by spaced con-
centric complex millefiori and Gridel silhouette canes in three 
rings, including the rooster, dog, horse, monkey, elephant, goat, 
pheasant and duck, a flower picture cane, arrowheads, shamrocks, 
fortress and quatrefoil canes, on a cushion of white upset muslin, 
with small scraps of blue and red ribbon. Signature/date cane.
Diameter 3 1/8" $1,500—2,000
30 Antique Baccarat 1848 spaced concentric millefiori and 
Gridel silhouettes on upset muslin paperweight. A central 
green, red, blue and white complex trefoil and quatrefoil pastry 
mold is ringed by spaced concentric complex millefiori and Gridel 
silhouette canes in two rings, including the goat, rooster, monkey, 
hunter, squirrel, lovebirds and a flower picture cane. White upset 
muslin cushion, with small scraps of blue, green and red ribbon. 
Signature/date cane. Pictured in The French Connection in Mexico: 
the Improbable Paperweight Path, page 6. Surface wear.
Diameter 2 1/2" $1,200—1,600

31 Antique Baccarat spaced concentric millefiori and Gridel 
silhouettes miniature paperweight. A central green, red, blue and 
white complex trefoil and quatrefoil pastry mold is ringed by six 
colorful millefiori, alternating between complex and Gridel silhou-
ette canes of a deer, horse and dog. White upset muslin cushion.
Diameter 2 1/16" $800—1,000
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38 Antique Baccarat red double clematis and two buds paper-
weight. A clematis, with two tiers of striped red petals around a 
stardust bull’s-eye cane center, grows from a stem with two cross-
ing red buds and additional green leaves. Clear, star-cut ground. 
Minor surface wear.
Diameter 2 5/8" $800—1,000

39 Antique Baccarat white and blue anemone flower paper-
weight. A pristine flower, with a white stardust and red bull’s-
eye cane center surrounded by six blue-rimmed white petals, is 
bordered by four variegated bright-green leaves as it grows atop 
a stem with two additional long and smooth green leaves. Clear, 
star-cut ground.
Diameter 2 1/2" $700—900

40 Antique Baccarat open concentric millefiori paperweight. 
Beginning with an arrowhead and star cane, ringed by a circle of 
white stardust canes and concentric rings progressing to a circle 
of blue and green arrowhead canes then red and white rings of 
stars centered by a blue six-pointed star. Next and final, a ring of 
stardust canes alternating with green arrowhead canes borders 
the design. Clear ground. Minor surface wear.
Diameter 2 3/8" $600—800

35 Antique Baccarat coral pompon and garland paperweight. 
Three tiers of thin concave tubes, in translucent coral, radiate 
around a central yellow stardust cane to form a delicate pompon 
blossom that grows from a slightly curved short stem, with two 
opposing leaves, a crown of four leaves and a pointed companion 
bud. Complex blue star canes alternating with yellow, red and 
white pastry mold canes form a border garland around the flower. 
Clear, star-cut ground.
Diameter 2 7/16" $1,100—1,500

36 Antique Baccarat millefiori butterfly and garland paperweight. 
An exquisite butterfly, with turquoise eyes, a pair of antennae and a 
purple latticinio body, has four colorful millefiori wings, of which 
the top two are centered with red quatrefoil canes. The butterfly is 
surrounded by a border garland of red complex canes alternating 
with white and blue pastry mold canes. Clear, star-cut ground.
Diameter 3 3/16" $2,500—3,000

37 Very rare antique Baccarat red and white clematis paper-
weight. Six striped white petals each cup a smaller, smooth red 
petal and radiate around a central white star and red bull’s-eye 
cane to form a rare variation of the clematis flower. It is crowned 
by a trio of spaced green leaves, with two more on opposing sides, 
and blooms atop a short stem with a pair of opposing green leaves. 
Clear, star-cut ground.
Diameter 2 5/16" $900—1,200
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434241

frequently as the dahlia, about one in six of the St. Louis flower type 
being a clematis. The flowers are usually double, with gentian blue... 
and yellow centres...” —Paperweights and Other Glass Curiosities.
Diameter 3" $1,200—1,600
44 Antique Saint Louis two-colored red and green crown 
paperweight. Ten red and green latticinio twists cascade from a 
pistachio-colored cog apex, alternating with woven white latticinio 
ribbons, to form a regal and festive crown. Very minor surface wear.
Diameter 2 9/16" $1,500—2,000
45 Antique Saint Louis upright bouquet and white torsade 
faceted paperweight. A dimensional red flower, with two tiers of 
pointed red petals and a yellow match-head cane stamen, centers 
four lampwork and cane flowers in blue and white, with stems pulled 
downward and gathered into a bouquet with green leaves. A white 
spiral-encased torsade, with two air ring inclusions, encircles the base 
of the bouquet. Clear, star-cut ground. All-over geometric faceting. 
From the C. Frank Kireker Collection. Very minor surface wear.
Diameter 3" $1,200—1,600
46 Antique Saint Louis upright bouquet faceted paperweight. 
An upright nosegay is centered by a white clematis tucked between 
two millefiori blooms and two more clematis blooms in red and 
blue. Their stems are gathered and pulled downward with four green 
leaves. Clear ground. Top facet and three rows of circular side print-
ies. From the C. Frank Kireker Collection. Some surface wear.
Diameter 2 5/8" $1,000—1,400

41 Extremely rare antique Saint Louis gilded salamander on blue 
and white jasper paperweight. A blue and white jasper  salamander, 
with gold gilding, is coiled on a base of blue and white jasper. Inspired 
by a superstition held by glassworkers that salamanders, which can 
withstand great heat, lived in the factories’ furnaces and traveled to 
hell and back. Glassworkers who suddenly disappeared (often by 
escaping their native country) were said to have been captured by the 
salamander. “Part Victorian, part Rococo, part Empire Egyptian, 
the lizard weight is nevertheless a noble object.” —The Encyclopedia 
of Glass Paperweights. Surface wear and damage to head.
Diameter 3 7/8" $3,000—4,000
42 Antique Saint Louis translucent pansy paperweight. A 
single translucent pansy, in the fashion of a pressed and dried 
flower, has two upper purple-shaded heart-shaped petals, with a 
pair of peering green leaves, and three lower cobalt blue-tipped 
yellow petals, with faint dark stripes, that are joined at a yellow 
match-head center and grows from a short green stem with two 
green leaves. Clear, star-cut ground. Surface wear.
Diameter 2 7/8" $1,200—1,600
43 Antique Saint Louis blue double clematis on latticinio 
cushion faceted paperweight. A clematis flower, with two tiers 
of striped cobalt blue petals around a central red-dotted yellow 
match-head cane, blooms atop a short green stem with two side 
leaves and is crowned by three green leaves. White double-swirl 
latticinio cushion. Six side facets. “These flowers do not occur so 
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50 Antique Saint Louis open concentric millefiori on upset 
muslin paperweight. A central complex millefiori cane, with 
salmon-colored tubes and blue stars, is ringed by five spaced blue 
and white complex canes and a border garland of alternating green 
and salmon millefiori canes. White upset muslin ground.
Diameter 2 9/16" $500—700

51 Antique Saint Louis open concentric millefiori on upset 
muslin paperweight. Five green, white and pink complex canes, 
in a spaced ring around a central pink, white and blue complex 
cane, are bordered by a garland of alternating salmon-colored star 
canes and green cogs. White upset muslin ground. Some surface 
wear.
Diameter 2 1/4" $500—700

52 Antique Saint Louis fruit bouquet on a latticinio basket 
paperweight. Three golden pears fan out on a carpet of bright 
red cherries and serrated green leaves, over a white double-swirl 
latticinio basket. From the George Kulles Collection.
Diameter 3" $800—1,000

47 Antique Saint Louis nosegay on amber flash faceted paper-
weight. Four millefiori flowers, in pink, white, blue and orange, 
are gathered at the stems and cradled within a fan of both smooth 
and serrated green leaves. Amber flash ground. Six circular side 
facets, seven small top facets and one central top facet. Very minor 
surface wear.
Diameter 2 5/8" $400—500

48 Antique Saint Louis five-flower nosegay on amber flash 
with garland paperweight. A nosegay, composed of five complex 
cane flowers in white, blue, amber and salmon pink, is bordered 
by five large green leaves on gathered stems. The arrangement is 
encircled by a garland of alternating green and white complex cog 
canes on an amber flash, diamond-cut ground.
Diameter 2 5/8" $500—700

49 Unusual antique Saint Louis pansy paperweight. Two 
circular purple petals form the crown of an unusual pansy, with 
three translucent yellow lower petals decorated with three short 
dark lines each and gathered around a central blue and white com-
plex cane, and bloom atop a long green stem with two opposing 
serrated green leaves. Clear, star-cut ground. Surface wear.
Diameter 2 3/4" $500—700
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56 Antique Clichy open concentric millefiori paperweight. 
A central green and white cog cane is surrounded by a ring  
of pink and red pastry mold canes, which in turn is encircled 
by a border garland of five pairs of white and green Clichy rose 
canes, separated by purple cogs. Clear ground. Extremely minor 
surface wear.
Diameter 2 1/4" $800—1,000

57 Antique Clichy open concentric millefiori miniature 
paperweight. A large central yellow, red, white and blue pastry 
mold is encircled by twelve small green, white, blue and yellow 
cogs, then further encircled by a border garland of five large white 
and red roses, separated by pairs of green and red pastry molds. 
Clear ground. From the George Kulles Collection. Surface wear.
Diameter 1 3/4" $1,200—1,600

58 Antique Clichy open concentric millefiori on red miniature 
paperweight. A central green and white cog is encircle by seven 
white floret canes then by a border garland of pairs of green and 
white pastry molds separated by purple cogs. Opaque red ground. 
From the George Kulles Collection. Some surface wear.
Diameter 1 13/16" $800—1,000

53 Antique Clichy close concentric millefiori in stave bas-
ket paperweight. Alternating blue and white staves are pulled 
downward into a basket that holds six close concentric rings of 
contrasting millefiori canes, including stardust, bull’s-eyes, rods 
and pastry molds, with a green ruffle cane at the apex. Surface 
wear and internal flaws.
Diameter 2 11/16" $500—700

54 Antique Clichy hexagonal close packed millefiori paper-
weight. An unusual hexagonal design is achieved through the 
slightly loose close packed distribution of complex canes whose 
focus is a pink and green rose. A white and green and a white and 
red rose cane are also included in the motif of colorful and varied 
pastry molds, edelweiss and bundled canes. Clear ground.
Diameter 2 7/8" $1,200—1,600

55 Antique Clichy blue and white swirl miniature paperweight. 
Moving in a counter-clockwise motion, ribbons of alternating 
white and royal blue latticinio swirl outwards toward the periphery 
from a central pink pastry mold cane.
Diameter 2 1/8" $1,200—1,600
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62 Antique Clichy spaced concentric millefiori on upset muslin 
miniature paperweight. A very large central black, white and 
red pastry mold cane is encircled by two spaced concentric rings 
of colorful pastry mold or complex canes, including one iconic 
green and pink rose. White upset muslin ground.
Diameter 2 1/8" $1,200—1,500

63 Antique Clichy open concentric millefiori on upset mus-
lin miniature paperweight. A central red and white complex 
crimp, with a streak of purple, is encircled by ten red and white 
pastry molds and then bordered by a ring of pairs of pastry molds 
separated by purple complex canes. White upset muslin ground. 
From the George Kulles Collection. Very minor surface wear.
Diameter 2 1/16" $1,500—2,000

64 Antique Clichy spaced concentric millefiori on turquoise 
paperweight. A colorful concentric assortment of large complex 
millefiori, including a central pink and green rose, pastry molds, 
stardust, moss, rod bundles and cog canes, is loosely arranged in 
spaced rings on an opaque turquoise ground.
Diameter 2 13/16" $1,200—1,400

59 Antique Clichy hexagonal spaced millefiori paperweight. 
Two rows of a delightful array of colorful canes in pink, thalo blue, 
turquoise, purple and white, loosely arranged to form a hexagonal 
pattern, surround a large pink and green rose at the center. Clear 
ground. Surface wear.
Diameter 2 7/8" $850—1,000

60 Antique Clichy spaced concentric millefiori paperweight. 
A central iconic pink and green rose is encircled by spaced white, 
red, green and purple pastry molds and then by one more ring of 
spaced pastry molds and complex canes, including a blue-centered 
white rose. Clear ground. Surface wear.
Diameter 2 11/16" $800—1,000

61 Antique Clichy spaced concentric millefiori paperweight. 
Two spaced rings of colorful millefiori gather around a central 
pink pastry mold and include an iconic green and pink rose and a 
stunning pink and green rose-centered complex blue floret cane. 
Clear ground.
Diameter 2 9/16" $1,200—1,500
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68 Antique Bohemian engraved stag paperweight. A translucent 
amber flash base features a detailed engraving of a stag leaping in 
a woodland scene. Some surface wear.
Diameter 2 3/4" $500—600

69 Antique Gillinder turtle paperweight cupped by a glass 
hand sculpture. A brown metal turtle, with movable legs, head 
and tail, is suspended within a circular molded hollow clear glass 
dome with ribbed sides and held within a frosted glass hand that 
serves as a pedestal. Some surface wear.
Width 2 7/8", height 4 3/8" $300—400

70 Antique Val Saint Lambert engraved violet overlay faceted 
paperweight. Overlapping engraved letters, “F” and “R”, on the 
top facet, are surrounded by four side facets, each containing an 
engraved three-flower bouquet with leafy stems. Each facet is 
bordered by a ring of printies and separated by a long groove-cut. 
Clear, elaborate star-cut base. Translucent violet overlay. Surface 
wear.
Diameter 3 5/8" $1,000—1,200

65 Antique Boston & Sandwich Glass Company red apples 
paperweight. A pair of red apples ripens on opposing stems, with 
four variegated dark green leaves, over a clear ground. From the 
C. Frank Kireker Collection. Extremely minor surface wear.
Diameter 2 7/8" $600—800

66 Antique Venetian enamel and portrait cane scent bottle. 
Swirling enamel in yellows, pinks and gold is enlivened with glit-
tering silver aventurine and populated on opposite sides with trios 
of portrait canes representing personages of the time. An elaborate 
hinged brass stopper, with a brass chain and rings attached to 
opposing sides, crowns the piece.
Width 1 3/8", height 2 13/16" $1,500—2,000

67 Antique Venetian enamel portrait and word cane scent 
bottle. Swirling enamel in blues and pinks is enlivened with glit-
tering gold aventurine and populated on one side with a colorful 
array of portrait canes representing personages of the time along 
with two partial gondola canes and on the opposite side with a 
single word cane reading “VENISE”. A black glass neck ribbed 
in aventurine receives a cork that is attached by a black chain.
Width 1 9/16", height 2 5/16" $1,500—2,000
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74 Rare antique New England Glass Company white poinset-
tia and bud paperweight. A flower, with a complex cane center 
surrounded by two tiers of white petals, blooms alongside a white 
bud on a stem with two green leaves, over a white double-swirl 
latticinio ground. Some surface wear and internal flaws.
Diameter 2 15/16" $650—800

75 Antique New England Glass Company red poinsettia 
paperweight. A red poinsettia, with two tiers of five smooth 
petals and a yellow and blue complex cane center, is haloed by 
three green leaves and grows from a short stem shared by two more 
leaves, each studded with rows of tiny bubbles. White double-swirl 
latticinio ground. Very minor surface wear.
Diameter 2 13/16" $600—800

76 Antique New England Glass Company blue poinsettia 
paperweight. Two tiers of royal blue petals are joined at their 
nexus by a complex cane. The poinsettia sits atop a stem shared by 
three ribbed green leaves, each dotted with rows of tiny bubbles. 
White double-swirl latticinio ground.
Diameter 2 5/8" $500—700

71 Antique Millville frit sailing ship pedestal paperweight. 
A white sailboat, with two bellying sails and a banner flying from 
the mast, shoulders briskly through a white foaming sea, over a 
clear ground. Clear, footed base. Surface wear.
Diameter 3 5/16" $1,600—2,000

72 Antique Bohemian Riedel close packed millefiori  
paperweight. A gathering of colorful millefiori of various sizes 
and shapes, sits on a translucent green and silver ground. Some 
surface wear.
Diameter 2 7/8" $800—1,000

73 Antique New England Glass Company Lajos Kossuth  
sulphide paperweight. A white sulphide of the Hungarian 
politician rests over a clear ground. An inscription on the back 
of the sulphide commemorates Kossuth’s visit to New York,  
“EX-GOVERNOR OF HUNGARIA SET AT LIBERTY BY THE 
PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 1851”.
Diameter 2 1/2" $250—350
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a gather of brown earth, leaves and tendrils, dotted with several 
white blossoms all around. Clear ground. Cube form. Signed.
Height 2 11/16", width 2 5/8" $4,000—5,000

81 Paul Stankard 1981 China roses rectangular botanical 
paperweight. Three fully opened pale lavender and white China 
roses, each with a burst of yellow stamens at its core, as well as 
four small buds, rise from a fan of dark green stems and leaves 
at the center of a patch of terrain below which trail exposed pale 
roots. Clear ground. Upright rectangular form with rippled sides. 
Edition #14 of a limited edition of 30. Signature cane. Signed/
dated. Extremely minor surface wear.
Height 4 1/4", width 2 1/2", depth 2 3/8" $2,500—3,500

82 Paul Stankard 1990 translucent blue rectangular clois-
tered botanical paperweight. A thick and lush vertical garland 
of colorful flowers including, goatsbeard, blue bells and red ber-
ries, along with several aqua and green pods, is threaded with 
leaves and tendrils and is suspended within a rectangular-shaped 
vertical sculpture over a clear ground. The piece is “cloistered” by 
a translucent blue side and a base of two square bands of translu-
cent cobalt blue, separated by a single band of clear ground. An 
exceptional example. Signed/dated.
Height 5 5/8", width 2 13/16", depth 3 1/16" $5,000—7,000

77 Paul Stankard moss and flower orb. A stunning display of 
exuberant purple blooms, each with long white stamens tipped with 
yellow bulbs encircling a single protruding orange core, wraps itself 
around the exterior of a thicket of moss, the occasional furling green 
leaf adding interest and dimension. A ladybug and an ant visit the 
scene, over a clear ground. Signature cane.
Diameter 5 3/8" $8,000—10,000

78 Paul Stankard 2015 flowers, pods, moss, bees and root 
people orb. Two human figures intermingle with the tendrils, roots 
and moss that grow in all directions to cushion two blue flowers, a 
red bud and several large rust-colored pods. Signature/dane cane.
Diameter 3 7/8" $5,000—7,000

79 Paul Stankard 1999 beige goatsbeard rectangular botani-
cal paperweight. A botanical arrangement of beige-colored lush 
goatsbeard blossoms, tipped in white and with dark stamens, grows 
in all directions amidst variegated leaves, tendrils and moss, with 
a pod that conceals golden beads and a few more golden beads 
on the underside next to the word cane “Seeds”. Clear ground. 
Upright rectangular form. Signed/dated. Internal flaw.
Height 3 5/8", width 2 5/8" $2,500—4,000

80 Paul Stankard passion fruit cube paperweight. A red passion 
fruit, cut in two, shows its interior pale flesh and red seeds atop 

Part ii: modern PaPerweights and related objects
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86 Paul Stankard Cattleya orchid paperweight. A white orchid 
flower, with a green labellum and orange-dotted yellow and purple 
column, grows from a thin stem in a trio of leaves at the end of 
a root system. Clear ground. Signature cane. Signed. Extremely 
minor surface wear.
Diameter 3 1/4" $1,000—1,500

87 Paul Stankard 1981 “Tea Rose” bouquet paperweight. A 
pair of delicate multi-tiered pale pink tea roses blooms on stems, 
with pink buds and green leaves, over a clear ground. Edition #24 
of a limited edition of 50, created exclusively for L.H. Selman Ltd. 
Signature cane. Dated.
Diameter 3 1/16" $1,000—1,200

88 Paul Stankard 1972 “White Marsh Gentian” paperweight, 
from the American Floral Series. A lovely white gentian, its 
five petals alternating with a halo of five green sepals peeking out 
from behind, is pierced at the center by six crimson stamens and 
grows atop a slender stem framed by six symmetrically placed 
green leaves, against a translucent mauve ground. Edition #8 of 
a limited edition of 75. Signature cane. Dated.
Diameter 2 3/4" $400—600

83 Paul Stankard (1976) three-flower bouquet paperweight. 
A single red and white trillium flower floats next to five blue forget-
me-nots, with two sprays of blue buds, and two fully bloomed 
yellow bellflowers, with two companion buds, on stems with green 
leaves. Clear ground. Limited edition of 6. Signature cane. Signed. 
Very minor surface wear.
Diameter 3 1/8" $900—1,200

84 Paul Stankard 1978 “Wood Violets” white and purple 
blossoms paperweight. Three white violets, with purple mark-
ings and yellow centers, and two white companion buds share a 
system of slender intertwining stems with one purple violet and 
its companion bud along with five inverted heart-shaped green 
leaves. Clear ground. Limited edition of 75. Signature cane. Dated.
Diameter 2 7/8" $1,200—1,600

85 Paul Stankard (1977) “First Bouquet” red, white, blue 
and yellow paperweight. Two yellow meadowreath flowers, with 
buds and three red St. Anthony’s fire flowers, are interspersed with 
five blue forget-me-nots, an array of white chokeberry blossoms, 
both open and closed, a single stem of bellflowers and leafy foliage 
to form this quintessential and delicate bouquet. Clear ground. 
Signature cane. Extremely minor surface wear.
Diameter 2 15/16" $1,300—1,700
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92 Chris Buzzini 1998 “Courting Lilacs” white and purple 
lilacs paperweight, from the American Beauty Florals series. 
Two lush sprays of lilac, one white and one purple, with trios of 
green leaves, bloom next to each other on long stems. Clear ground. 
Edition #16 of a limited edition of 25. Signed/dated.
Diameter 3 3/8" $1,500—2,000

93 Chris Buzzini 1989 pastel bouquet paperweight. Four 
large five-petalled flowers, two striped-pink with pink stamens and 
two lavender with yellow stamens, are at the center of a delicate 
bouquet with curled sprays of small purple blossoms, a spray of 
small white blossoms, two larger yellow blooms and five unopened 
buds, interlaced with green stems and one large gently curving leaf. 
Clear ground. Edition #27 of a limited edition of 75. Signature 
cane. Signed/dated.
Diameter 3 3/16" $1,200—1,600

94 Chris Buzzini 1998 Artist Proof arrowhead blooms paper-
weight. Rising on a slightly curving stem and flanked by two large 
arrowhead-shaped leaves, two pale yellow blossoms, with bright 
yellow centers, move upward to a cluster of promising buds, over 
a clear ground. Signed/dated.
Diameter 3 7/16" $500—700

89 Chris Buzzini apple blossoms in mosaic-cut paperweight. 
A springtime branch of three pink apple blossoms and their seven 
companion buds, with perky stamens radiating outwards, is framed 
by long variegated green leaves. Clear ground. Frosted, mosaic-cut 
exterior with top facet for viewing. Extremely minor surface wear.
Diameter 3 3/8" $1,500—2,000

90 Chris Buzzini 2012 bellflower bouquet paperweight. 
Yellow-shaded orange bell flowers, with fine yellow stamens at 
their centers, are carefully balanced by black-shaded dark red 
rosehip and clusters of carefully striped five-petalled yellow flowers, 
gathering into an arching bouquet by three blue flowers, leaves and 
tendrils. Clear ground. Edition #1 of 1. Signed/dated. Extremely 
minor surface wear.
Diameter 3 3/8" $2,500—3,500

91 Chris Buzzini 1987 arching lavender morning glories 
paperweight. Three open lavender morning glory blooms and 
two companion buds grow from an arching stem flanked by twist-
ing leaves and outstretched tendrils. Clear ground. Signature/date 
cane. Signed/dated.
Diameter 3 1/8" $700—900
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98 Randall Grubb 1989 violet bouquet paperweight.  
Three central violets, encircled by pink roses and white or pink 
bellflowers, contrast with light green stems and leaves to form a 
delicate bouquet. Clear ground. Signature cane. Signed/dated.
Diameter 3 1/16" $700—900

99 Randall Grubb 2002 “Bonsai” tree compound magnum 
paperweight. A lone bonsai cypress tree, bent to one side, grows 
from rocky boulders against a backdrop of green ground and a 
snow-capped light brown mountain rising to meet a blue sky. 
Signature cane. Signed/dated.
Diameter 3 13/16" $500—700

100 Randall Grubb 1987 red poinsettia and two calla lilies 
paperweight. A large red poinsettia shares a common tuft of dark 
green foliage with two orange bells and is joined by two branches 
of white calla lily to form an exotic bouquet, on a translucent aqua 
ground. Signed/dated.
Diameter 3 1/8" $500—700

95 Melissa Ayotte 2005 “Sunflower in Orange Healing Stone” 
paperweight. A flat oblong glass stone contains an orange-shaded 
yellow sunflower blossom on a long stem, with green leaves, against 
a pale yellow background. Opaque orange-over-yellow double 
overlay stone-like exterior. Oval facet for viewing. Signed/dated. 
Length 4", width 2 1/2", height 1 7/16" $800—1,000

96 Jim D’Onofrio 1994 “Frog on a Pond” paperweight. A 
green pond frog crawls across brown-speckled green lily pads near 
an upright mauve water lily on a translucent dark green pond. 
Signed/dated.
Diameter 3 7/16" $1,000—1,500

97 Jim D’Onofrio 1993 “Mud Turtle” flowers and turtle 
paperweight. A three-dimensional brown mud turtle crawls 
across a dark mossy ground, through a landscape strewn with 
rocks and a pair of green plants with a tumble of yellow-stamened 
pink flowers. Signed/dated. Very minor surface wear.
Diameter 3 3/8" $1,000—1,500
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104 Rick Ayotte 2003 magnolia paperweight. Many tiers of 
cupped blushing pink petals gather around a central green and 
yellow-dotted stamen cluster to form a single magnolia blossom 
that rests inside a halo of five green sepals. Translucent emerald 
green ground. Signed/dated.
Diameter 2 7/16" $400—500

105 Rick Ayotte 1990 Oklahoma State “Scissor-tailed Fly-
catcher & Baby” paperweight. Incorporating the state tree, 
flower and bird of Oklahoma, a scissor-tailed flycatcher perches 
within a mistletoe-hung red bud tree, while a lone fledgling poses 
just below, yellow beak wide apart in an obvious plea for dinner. 
Edition #7 of a limited edition of 50. Clear ground. Signed/dated.
Diameter 3 13/16" $1,500—2,000

106 Rick Ayotte 1996 pink rose paperweight. A lush upright 
shaded light pink rose blooms above four radiating dark green 
leaves. Clear ground. Signed/dated.
Diameter 2 1/2" $600—800

101 Rick Ayotte 2003 “Twilight” hummingbirds and lilies on 
red ground compound paperweight. A couple of green aventu-
rine hummingbirds, one ruby-throated male and a white-throated 
female, gathers nectar from brilliant red lilies, with variegated 
green leaves, buds and tendrils completing the scene. Red ground. 
Limited edition of 25. Signed/dated.
Diameter 3 7/8" $1,000—1,500

102 Rick Ayotte 1983 “Chipping Sparrow with Fall Foliage” 
compound paperweight. A chipping sparrow contemplates a 
nearby cluster of blueberries from his autumnal perch amid col-
orful oak leaves. Opaque white ground with a patch of blue sky. 
Edition #30 of a limited edition of 50. Signed/dated.
Diameter 3 3/16" $2,000—3,000

103 Rick Ayotte 2011 dragonfly and blue water lily magnum 
paperweight. A luscious tiered blue water lily, with pretty blue 
stamens, floats on an iridescent blue pond ground as a pink drag-
onfly peaks from the folds of its outer petals. Edition #1 of a limited 
edition of 3. Signed/dated. Extremely minor surface wear.
Diameter 4 1/16" $1,000—1,500
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110 Rick Ayotte 1987 sheartail hummingbird with red and 
purple fuchsias paperweight, from the Hummingbird series. 
A sheartail hummingbird arches its delicate body with the aid of 
lovely ephemeral wings, poised to gather nectar from a cluster of 
red and purple fuchsia blooms. Clear ground. Edition #39 of a 
limited edition of 50. Signed/dated.
Diameter 3 3/4" $2,000—3,000

111 Rick Ayotte 1983 “White-throated Swifts in Flight” paper-
weight. Two white-throated black swifts in flight, with V-shaped 
tails and outstretched wings, pursue a flying insect against a pale 
blue sky. Edition #18 of a limited edition of 50. Signed/dated.
Diameter 3 1/4" $800—1,000

112 Rick Ayotte 1994 “Fuchsia Frolic” purple-throated sapphire 
hummingbirds paperweight, from the Hummingbird series. 
Two purple-throated sapphire hummingbirds hover artfully as 
they gather nectar from purple and pink fuchsia blossoms. Clear 
ground. Limited edition of 50. Signed/dated.
Diameter 3 3/4" $1,200—1,600

107 Rick Ayotte 1980 “Hawk Owl” paperweight, from the 
Bird of Prey series. A sage owl stares ominously as he perches on 
a bit of bare branch. The owl’s feathers are intricately patterned 
with lines and dots. Edition #9 of a limited edition of 75. Signed/
dated.
Diameter 2 3/8" $1,200—1,600

108 Rick Ayotte 1987 “Christmas Ribbon Bouquet” paper-
weight. A large red bow, with yellow edges, is the centerpiece of a 
festive wreath of three white Christmas daisies, a poinsettia, two 
acorns, five snow-dusted pinecones and holly berries on a gather 
of leaves. Clear ground. Limited edition of 50. Signed/dated.
Diameter 3 11/16" $700—900

109 Rick Ayotte 1983 “Downy Woodpecker with Raccoon” 
paperweight. Two friends, a red-capped woodpecker and a brown 
raccoon, engage in a little hiding game with the use of a hollow 
tree trunk where the raccoon hides while the woodpecker perches 
and searches. Clear ground. Edition #6 of a limited edition of 25. 
Signed/dated. Minor surface wear.
Diameter 2 3/4" $700—900
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116 Rick Ayotte 1983 Parula warbler and blackberries com-
pound paperweight. A lovely Parula warbler poses on a leafy 
blackberry branch, thick with fruit at varying stages of maturity, 
another berry enclosing the portrait from above with a backdrop 
of more foliage and berries. Edition #2 of a limited edition of 25. 
Signed/dated.
Diameter 3 7/16" $1,400—1,600

117 Rick Ayotte 1984 “Vermilion Flycatcher with Trailing 
Arbutus” miniature paperweight. A bright vermilion red fly-
catcher, with a brown face stripe, rests on a conveniently slanted 
branch carrying two arbutus flowers and several dark leaves. Clear 
ground. Signed/dated.
Diameter 2" $500—600

118 Rick Ayotte 1986 “Hebonia Leucippe Butterfly with Daf-
fodils” paperweight, from the Butterfly series. A large butterfly, 
with a brown body, two red upper wings and two yellow lower 
wings each centered by a black dot, rises above a spray of three 
yellow and white narcissus blossoms and companion buds that 
share a common stem crossed by thin bladed green leaves. Clear 
ground. Edition #22 of a limited edition of 75. Signed/dated.
Diameter 3 3/8" $900—1,200

113 Rick Ayotte 2003 chickadee and sunflower paperweight. 
A pert little chickadee perches before a single bright yellow sun-
flower head, resting atop a cluster of green and chartreuse leaves 
just beneath the bloom. Clear ground. Signed/dated.
Diameter 2 5/16" $700—900

114 Rick Ayotte 1987 titmouse on snowy ground miniature 
paperweight. A gray and white titmouse walks on dark green 
holly leaves and red berries, over a snow-covered ground. Signed/
dated.
Diameter 2 1/16" $500—700

115 Rick Ayotte 1999 hummingbird and lily paperweight. A 
single hummingbird, with a green aventurine body, white belly, 
red and blue throat and fleeting wings, visits a red lily and several 
buds in search of nectar. Clear ground. Signed/dated. Very minor 
surface wear.
Diameter 2 1/4" $400—500
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122 Clinton Smith 2016 “Bees with Pink Flower” branch 
paperweight. A thick branch, with spectacular green and brown 
detail, blooms with springtime salmon-colored cherry blossoms 
and delicate green leaves, which have attracted the attention of 
four fuzzy bees. Clear ground. Signature/date cane. Signed/dated.
Diameter 3 1/16" $800—1,000

123 Debbie Tarsitano flower and bees paperweight. A large 
four-petalled cupped flower cradles an entire bee that has entered 
its sanctuary in search of nectar and pollen. A companion bee 
stands guard at the bottom of the flower’s curving stem. Clear, 
star-cut ground. Signature cane. Very minor surface wear.
Diameter 2 13/16" $1,000—1,500

124 Bob Banford clematis and bee faceted paperweight. A 
black and yellow bee, with very fine white latticinio wings, hovers 
above a white clematis flower, with one closed and one partially 
open bud, green leaves and stems, against a black ground. Five 
and one facets. Signature cane.
Diameter 2 1/4" $600—1,000

119 Paul Stankard 1981 blossoms and bee paperweight. A 
black and white bee, with translucent wings, dives into the labor 
of the day head first, that is, a cluster of five sweet white apple 
blossoms and two clusters of blue buds gathered on thin stems 
with bladed leaves. Clear ground. Signature cane. Dated.
Diameter 3 1/16" $1,000—1,500

120 Delmo Tarsitano wasp and convolvulus paperweight. 
Three pink convolvulus bellflowers, each with prominent yellow 
stamens, thread along an arching vine shared by four green leaves 
and hugging a sandy ground. A diaphanous-winged wasp sits atop 
a cottony blue and white nest bordered by the flora. Signature 
cane.
Diameter 3 7/16" $1,500—2,000

121 Ken Rosenfeld 2015 arching bouquet and bee paperweight. 
A hearty bee, its neck full of fuzzy yellow pollen, walks a tight-rope 
of intertwining arching vines with resolve to reach a splayed clematis 
blossom amidst blue bells and leaves. Clear ground. Signature/
date canes.
Diameter 2 1/2" $700—900
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128 Delmo Tarsitano and Max Erlacher 1984 collaborative 
strawberry and spider compound paperweight. A mouthwatering 
red strawberry and two white blossoms grow on a curving stem 
with leaves above a brown branch where a large spider perches on 
its way to a lower engraved spider web that has trapped breakfast. 
Clear ground. Signature canes. Signed/dated.
Diameter 3 3/16" $1,600—2,000

129 Debbie Tarsitano pink and blue dahlia paperweight. Tightly 
packed tiers of cobalt blue-rimmed pink petals radiate around a 
central delicate upright stamen center to form a rich dahlia, haloed 
by a ring of green leaves and blooming from a stem with several 
more leaves. Clear, star-cut ground. Signature cane.
Diameter 3 3/8" $1,200—1,600

130 Debbie Tarsitano radial bouquet paperweight. A trio of 
blue flowers centers radiating bursts of blue, red and white berries, 
sprays and clusters in a thicket of greenery to form a colorful and 
radiant bouquet. Clear ground. Signature cane.
Diameter 3 9/16" $800—1,000

125 Debbie Tarsitano fuchsia faceted paperweight. A gently 
curving stem diverges at the top into one for a bud and one for an 
emerging magenta and purple fuchsia flower, its stamen standing 
erect. Clear, star-cut ground. Six and one facets. Signature cane.
Diameter 3 3/4" $600—800

126 Debbie Tarsitano dahlia bouquet paperweight. A lush 
purple dahlia is joined by a yellow and a blue blossom to form 
a bouquet adorned with white sprays over a bed of variegated 
greenery. Clear ground. Signature cane. Very minor surface wear.
Diameter 2 3/4" $600—800

127 Debbie Tarsitano patterned clematis and sprays faceted 
paperweight. A radial pattern of six blue sprays, bursting out-
wards from a central double-tiered purple clematis blossom and 
each spacing a border garland of spaced pink clematis blossoms, 
refracts into a colorful bouquet in all-over honeycomb faceting and 
is revealed through a top facet. Clear, star-cut ground. Signature 
cane.
Diameter 3 3/16" $1,000—1,500
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134 Victor Trabucco 1995 pink and white cherry blossoms 
and purple lilac paperweight. Two textured clusters of purple 
lilacs share a bit of branch with two pink cherry blossoms and three 
little white blossoms, green leaves and a few tendrils, to create a 
light spring bouquet. Clear ground. Signed/dated.
Diameter 3 5/16" $700—900

135 Victor Trabucco 1981 violets and daisy faceted paper-
weight. A pair of purple violets, with a companion bud, and a 
white daisy, with its own companion bud, grow from a joined 
stem with several green leaves. Clear ground. Eight sharply bev-
eled sides and a large top facet. Edition #6 of a limited edition of 
50. Signed/dated. Extremely minor surface wear.
Height 1 13/16", width 3 5/16", depth 3 13/16" $500—700

136 David & Jon Trabucco 1991 blue rose and pink blossoms 
miniature paperweight. A blue rose, with six petals and a delicate 
center of yellow bristles, grows on a short green stem, with three 
pairs of leaves, and rests below a pair of opening light pink buds, 
with white bristle stamens. Clear ground. Signed/dated.
Diameter 2" $200—300

131 Victor Trabucco 1986 yellow rose paperweight. A multi-
tiered yellow rose and three companion buds bloom from a common 
stem with smooth green leaves. Translucent cobalt blue ground. 
Signature cane. Signed/dated.
Diameter 3 1/4" $750—1,000

132 Victor Trabucco 1998 lily and sprays paperweight. An 
upright red lily, with five petals and long black-tipped yellow sta-
mens, perches on a stem with three pink sprays and green leaves. 
White upset muslin ground. Signed/dated.
Diameter 3 1/4" $600—800

133 Victor Trabucco 1998 “Shakespeare’s Viola” pansy and 
bud paperweight. A large mauve and purple pansy blooms on 
a stem, with a bud and a green leaf, on a cushion of white upset 
muslin. Signed/dated.
Diameter 3 3/8" $800—1,000
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140 Bobbi Banford fish and coral seascape compound paper-
weight. Three green fish explore the watery seascape that includes 
pink coral, green seaweed and scattered rocks and shells, against 
a striated translucent blue backdrop. Signature cane.
Diameter 3 3/8" $400—600

141 Ray Banford iris bouquet gingham-cut yellow overlay 
basket paperweight. A three-dimensional bouquet of shaded 
purple iris blossoms, buds and dark green leaves floats over a clear, 
diamond-cut ground, within a yellow-over-white double overlay. 
The piece is cut to resemble a basket, with two oblong side facets 
and gingham-cutting around the lower half. Signature cane.
Diameter 3" $2,500—3,500

142 Bob Banford morning glories on a trellis paperweight. 
Three swirling pink and white morning glory blossoms, two twisted 
buds and vines, hung with tendrils and heart-shaped green leaves, 
climb a white trellis against a dark blue ground. Signature cane.
Diameter 3 1/8" $500—700

137 Bob Banford pansy and bud faceted paperweight. A purple 
and yellow pansy, with a flower picture cane center, is haloed by 
smooth green leaves and grows on a curved, leafy stem beside a 
tightly coiled bud. Clear ground. Top facet and side honeycomb 
faceting. Signature cane.
Diameter 2 3/4" $800—1,000

138 Ray Banford rope roses on aventurine ground paperweight. 
Three lovely pink rope roses, each haloed by three green sepals, 
are twisted together at the ends of their long green stems and rest 
on an aventurine ground. Signature cane.
Diameter 2 5/8" $300—500

139 Ray Banford iris bouquet faceted paperweight. Three 
elegant iris blooms, two lavender and one magenta, rise up from 
a common clump of long, bladed green leaves, over a clear ground. 
Six and one facets, with diamond-cutting near the base. Signature 
cane.
Diameter 2 9/16" $600—800
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146 Clinton Smith 2015 peaches and blossoms paperweight. 
Seven fuzzy peaches are scattered along a thick brown branch 
among a dense gather of dark green-shaded leaves and pretty pink 
blossoms and buds. Clear ground. Signed/dated.
Diameter 3" $600—800

147 Gordon Smith 1996 white blossoms paperweight. A small 
shrub of Zephyr lilies, with long white petals and tall yellow sta-
mens, flourishes among furling green leaves on a bed of brown 
soil. Signature cane. Dated.
Diameter 3 1/8" $800—1,000

148 Gordon Smith 1988 raspberry bouquet paperweight. Two 
red raspberries and a small green raspberry prepare for harvest 
amidst trios of pale green leaves, while a defiant white blossom 
attempts to prolong the growing season. Clear ground. Signed/
dated.
Diameter 3 1/8" $600—900

143 Clinton Smith 2013 raspberry and morning glory bouquet 
paperweight. An unruly spray of three bright red raspberries and 
three pink morning glories is tangled with blue blossoms, clusters 
of yellow blossoms, striped green leaves and long stalks lined with 
brown buds. Clear ground. Signature cane. Signed/dated. Very 
minor surface wear.
Diameter 2 15/16" $500—700

144 Clinton Smith 2013 strawberry poison dart frog and flowers 
paperweight. A brilliantly colored strawberry poison dart frog, 
notorious for its blood red body and blue limbs, springs through 
a thick patch of wild flowers, which includes burnt orange, purple 
and blue blossoms, scattered around a mossy and rocky ground. 
Signature cane. Signed/dated.
Diameter 2 3/4" $600—800

145 Clinton Smith 2013 arching floral swag paperweight. A 
colorful floral swag of full blooms and buds is neatly arranged by 
color, starting with purple bells, then golden forget-me-nots, blue 
bells, white calla lilies and orange ranunculi, all on an arched leafy 
stem. Clear ground. Signature cane. Signed/dated. Very minor 
surface wear.
Diameter 2 13/16" $400—600
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152 Cathy Richardson 2015 “Summer Trees” high-domed 
paperweight, from the Forest Seed series. A clear conical dome 
is traced with a verdant canopy of three deciduous trees in full 
leaf, in a single layer, rising from a deep blue and green aventurine-
speckled forest floor. Signed/dated.
Diameter 2 15/16", height 4 15/16" $300—500

153 Colin Richardson 2013 red-eyed tree frog miniature paper-
weight. A colorful red-eyed tree frog, with a bright green body 
and orange fingers and toes, clings to a cluster of thinly ribbed 
green leaves, crimson berries and pink blossoms. Clear ground. 
Signed/dated.
Diameter 2 1/4" $300—500

154 Cathy Richardson 2015 frog and water lily garden scene 
miniature paperweight. A beautiful water lily unfolds its pink 
petals to reveal delicate purple and yellow stamens, while a little 
green frog observes from a nearby lily pad. Two pink buds, leaves 
and two additional lily pads also float upon a translucent blue 
pond surface. Signed/dated.
Diameter 2 1/4" $450—650

149 Cathy Richardson 2015 tide pool with green anemone 
paperweight. A secluded tide pool is shared by two starfish, brightly 
colored grasses, striped shells, kelp, mussels and six green sea 
anemones, on a rocky substrate. Signed/dated.
Diameter 3 1/8" $500—700

150 Cathy Richardson 2015 blue trumpet flowers and buds 
paperweight. A thick band of royal blue trumpet flowers, buds 
and variegated green leaves, grows wildly upon a gray and white 
rock-strewn ground. Signed/dated.
Diameter 3 1/16" $500—700

151 Cathy Richardson 2005 school of fish compound paper-
weight. Two schools of lively orange fish, one with yellow accents, 
swim over a dark blue ground, in a clear encasement. Signed/dated.
Diameter 2 1/2" $300—400
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158 Mayauel Ward 1994 orange and yellow bouquet paper-
weight. A cluster of three orange flowers is enlivened at the edges 
with three sprays of small yellow blossoms alternating with three 
blue-tinged white crocus blooms, with attendant greenery to pro-
vide contrast. Clear ground. Signature cane. Signed/dated.
Diameter 3 3/16" $600—800

159 Mayauel Ward 2014 clownfish compound paperweight. 
An orange clownfish scopes the many layers of a colorful coral 
reef, as a trail of air bubbles escapes from its mouth, in front of a 
muddled blue and aqua ground. Signed/dated.
Diameter 3 1/4" $300—500

160 Mayauel Ward 2014 tree and full moon compound paper-
weight. A large tree, with gnarled boughs and roots, throws its 
canopy across a fenced-in garden with pink, yellow and blue flowers 
in the foreground. Behind the leafy branches, a full moon hangs 
low against an iridescent night sky, with the first few stars just 
beginning to shine. Signed/dated.
Diameter 3 3/8" $200—300

155 Colin Richardson 2013 berry tree paperweight. Growing 
from a brown aventurine, rocky ground, a gold-streaked tree trunk 
gracefully bows to display a scattering of variegated green leaves 
and large red berries. Clear ground. Edition #1 of 1. Signed/dated.
Diameter 3 5/8" $400—600

156 Colin Richardson 2013 caterpillar and flower paperweight. 
A yellow, blue and black-striped caterpillar inches from leaf to leaf 
atop a cluster of exotic plants, including a crimson flower, with a 
long orange stamen, a crimson bud and a grouping of green and 
white pods. Edition #1 of 1. Signed/dated.
Diameter 2 5/8" $400—600

157 Colin Richardson 2013 butterfly with berries and blos-
soms paperweight. A striking blue butterfly, with black-edged 
wings, flits about a lush, leafy branch of pink blossoms and buds, 
strewn with blood red berries. Clear ground. Edition #1 of 1. 
Signed/dated.
Diameter 3 1/4" $500—700
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164 Ken Rosenfeld 2015 bunny rabbit and flowers paperweight. 
A soft brown bunny, with a fluffy white cottontail, pauses at the 
center of a mossy green ground near five scattered blue blossoms 
and a tuft of pink blossoms. Signature/date canes.
Diameter 2 1/2" $400—600

165 Ken Rosenfeld 1990 “Vegetable Garden” paperweight. 
Seven radishes with leafy tops, six tapered carrots, three asparagus 
spears and two purple turnips are provocatively splayed across a 
clear ground. Signature cane. Signed/dated.
Diameter 3 1/8" $400—500

166 Ken Rosenfeld 2015 rose and exotic blossom bouquet on 
black ground paperweight. A single large, lush pink rose presides 
at the center of a ring of three exotic purple and pink blossoms as 
well as a companion bud to the rose. The exotic blossoms are each 
cupped within a fan of dark green leaves, while swirling tendrils 
thread the flowers into a single movement. Opaque black ground. 
Signature/date canes.
Diameter 3 5/16" $700—900

161 Ken Rosenfeld 2013 aster and morning glory bouquet 
paperweight. A large pink morning glory dominates a threaded 
bouquet that includes a purple thistle, three blue forget-me-nots 
interspersed with six small white blossoms and, finally, a lavender 
aster. Three heart-shaped dark green leaves complete the design, 
which floats over a clear ground. Signature/date canes.
Diameter 2 7/8" $500—700

162 Ken Rosenfeld 1991 pears and holly paperweight. Three 
blushing yellow pears are bordered by two swags of green holly 
leaves, red berries and pine branches, which are tied together with 
a velvety pink bow. Clear ground. Signature cane. Signed/dated.
Diameter 3 3/8" $400—600

163 Ken Rosenfeld 1996 lizard and forget-me-not paperweight. 
A mottled red lizard, with a long curling tail, lazes beside a deli-
cate blue forget-me-not, on a green and gray rock-strewn ground. 
Signature cane. Signed/dated.
Diameter 2 3/4" $300—500
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170 Ken Rosenfeld 1984 three-flower bouquet paperweight. 
Three large, two-tiered flowers, in pink, blue-striped purple and 
green-striped blue, are arranged in an upright bouquet that rests 
atop three light green serrated leaves. Clear ground. Signature 
cane. Signed/dated.
Diameter 2 3/4" $300—500

171 Ken Rosenfeld 1998 butterfly and pink flower paperweight. 
A golden-yellow butterfly, with black-striped wings, alights beguil-
ingly on the leafy sprig of a pink ranunculus and its companion 
bud. Clear ground. Signature cane. Signed/dated.
Diameter 2 1/2" $300—500

172 Ken Rosenfeld 1991 “Tide Pool” hermit crab paperweight. 
A bright red hermit crab, with a swirling pink shell, scurries across 
the shallow ocean shore, surrounded by a tangle of green seaweed, 
a dark orange starfish and pink anemones. Speckled, translucent 
blue ground. Signature cane. Signed/dated.
Diameter 3 5/16" $500—700

167 Ken Rosenfeld 2015 morning glory, rose and forget-me-
not bouquet paperweight. Two purple morning glories, a pink 
rose and a blue aster dominate a bouquet filled with pale forget-
me-nots, buds and curling tendrils. Signature/date canes.
Diameter 3 7/16" $700—900

168 Ken Rosenfeld 2013 rose bouquet and bow paperweight. 
A gracefully rounded branch of light pink roses, accompanied by 
smooth green leaves and sweet buds, is tied at the end by a furled 
blue bow. Light blue ground. Signature/date canes.
Diameter 2 15/16" $500—700

169 Ken Rosenfeld 2014 morning glory and forget-me-not 
bouquet paperweight. A charming spread of purple and pink 
forget-me-nots is interspersed with a variety of curling tendrils 
and vibrantly colored blooms, including a blue morning glory, an 
orange dahlia and pink and yellow cabbage roses. Opaque white 
ground. Signature/date canes.
Diameter 2 1/2" $400—600
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176 Charles Kaziun Junior pansy miniature paperweight. Two 
heart-shaped mauve upper petals and three blue-rimmed white 
lower petals meet at a chartreuse-colored stardust cane to form 
a handsome pansy. Three spaced green leaves frame the flower, 
which grows atop a short green stem, over an opaque white ground. 
Signature, gold-foil “K” on the underside. From the C. Frank 
Kireker Collection. Minor surface wear.
Diameter 1 15/16" $400—500

177 Charles Kaziun Junior purple and white glass pen. A clear, 
slender barrel encases a purple and white twisted ribbon, which 
descends from a signature cane capping the end. The opposite end 
of the barrel is extended by a clear, ribbed chamber, which tapers 
off to a delicate point. 
Length 7 13/16" $125—225

178 Charles Kaziun Junior purple wild crocus and gold bee 
miniature paperweight. A gold-foil bee visits the yellow stardust 
stamens of a four-petalled purple crocus, which is cradled by four 
thin green leaves. Purple and white jasper ground. Signature, 
gold-foil “K” on the underside.
Diameter 2" $400—600

173 Charles Kaziun Junior crimp tulip double overlay faceted 
paperweight. An exquisite cream-tipped tulip, with six petals 
that fade from yellow to red, is cradled within four green leaves, 
and floats over a clear ground. Yellow-over-white double overlay. 
Six and one facets. Signature cane. From the C. Frank Kireker 
Collection. Minor surface wear.
Diameter 2 7/16" $1,000—1,500

174 Charles Kaziun Junior rope rose and torsade tilted miniature 
pedestal paperweight. A pink rope rose, framed by three sepals, 
blooms on a thin green stem with two leaves and is surrounded by 
a blue twist torsade. Tilted, translucent amethyst ground. Clear, 
footed base. Signature, gold-foil “K” on the underside.
Diameter 1 13/16", height 2 1/8" $500—700

175 Charles Kaziun Junior orange snake and pansy paper-
weight. A yellow-striped orange snake, with a black head, curves 
its lithe body around the stem of a blue and yellow pansy with 
dark green leaves, over an aqua-colored jasper ground. Signature, 
gold-foil “K” on the underside.
Diameter 2 3/8" $600—800
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182 Jim Brown 2017 lavender cross-patterned millefiori fluted 
faceted paperweight. A central stardust cane lies at the intersection 
of four lavender millefiori tubes, each bordered by a row of white 
canes, creating a cross-pattern. The cross creates four triangular 
close packed millefiori panels, consisting of lavender, blue, green, 
pink and yellow. Top facet and fluted sides. Signed/dated.
Diameter 3 1/4" $850—1,000

183 Jim Brown 2015 “Ruby Garden” carpet ground fluted 
faceted paperweight. A central pink and white cabbage rose, 
with a green millefiori center, is closely surrounded by a ring of 
green, white and pink complex millefiori canes. The central circlet 
is surrounded by a carpet ground of white and pink cog canes, 
all resting within a stave basket of seven spaced white cogs, each 
separated by four pink cog canes. Top facet and seven large side 
flutes, each separated by a thin flute. Signed/dated.
Diameter 3 1/4" $800—1,000

184 Jim Brown 2017 “Pink Basket” close concentric millefiori 
paperweight. A central complex cane cluster, wrapped in pink, is 
surrounded by three rings of varied complex millefiori, in pink, 
white, blue and yellow, all resting within a stave basket of pink 
cog tubes. Signed/dated.
Diameter 2 5/8" $450—650

179 Charles Kaziun Junior spaced millefiori tilted pedestal 
paperweight. A blue and white stardust cane is surrounded by a 
ring of alternating pink and blue millefiori, each centered with a 
green four-leaf clover. The arrangement rests on white upset mus-
lin layered over an opaque blue tilted ground. Six and one facets. 
Clear, footed base. Signature cane. From the C. Frank Kireker 
Collection. Very minor surface wear.
Diameter 2 5/16", height 3 3/16" $1,000—1,500

180 Charles Kaziun Junior chequer on magenta ground faceted 
paperweight. A chequerboard pattern, formed with aventurine 
cables, creates nine squares, each of which hosts a complex or 
silhouette cane. Included in the design are two four-leaf clovers, 
a stardust cane, a turtle silhouette and a pink Clichy-type rose. 
Opaque magenta-over-white ground. Six and one facets. Signature, 
gold-foil “K” on the underside.
Diameter 2 5/16" $600—800

181 James Hart 2014 close packed millefiori with aventu-
rine paperweight. A close packed arrangement of lightly colored 
complex millefiori, including hearts, stars and roses, is bordered 
by a concentric garland of white millefiori. Aventurine ground. 
Signed/dated. Extremely minor surface wear.
Diameter 2 3/16" $400—500
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188 Johne Parsley 1992 peaches and blossoms miniature faceted 
paperweight. A delightful gathering of two pink blooms, two 
crimson cherries and two blushing peaches is displayed against a 
fan of four variegated green leaves, over a translucent cobalt blue 
ground. Six and one facets. Signed/dated.
Diameter 2 1/16" $800—1,000

189 James Kontes pink roses and buds on white upset muslin 
paperweight. Two pale pink roses, with thick, textured petals and 
bright yellow stamens, share a network of green stems and leaves 
with three pale pink buds, over a cushion of white upset muslin. 
Translucent cobalt blue ground. Signature cane.
Diameter 3 1/8" $3,500—4,500

190 Harv Harris 1997 rose, lupine and crocus bouquet faceted 
paperweight. A lovely band of flowers, including a red rose, a yel-
low rose, two pale blue crocus blossoms and two stalks of lupine, 
grows from the same knot of assorted green leaves. Six facets above 
basal rim. Signed/dated.
Diameter 3 1/16" $300—500

185 Francis Whittemore mushroom bouquet miniature paper-
weight. Three curious long-stemmed pale green mushrooms, one 
short brown mushroom, a pink mushroom and a thick yellow 
mushroom, are gathered together in a small bouquet at the center 
of a translucent cobalt blue ground. Signature cane.
Diameter 2" $300—500

186 Francis Whittemore pink rose miniature paperweight. A 
graceful pink rose, its petals unfurling, displays on a light brown 
stem between two delicate leaf fronds, over a translucent cobalt 
blue ground. Signature cane. Very minor surface wear.
Diameter 2" $300—500

187 Francis Whittemore pink crimp rose pedestal paperweight. 
A dimensional, upright crimp rose, with ten dusty pink petals and 
three light green leaves, floats over a clear, footed base. Signature 
cane. Very minor surface wear.
Diameter 1 15/16", height 2 5/16" $400—600
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194 Peter Raos 1995 “Monet Spring” clear-encased high-domed 
millefiori paperweight. A colorful carpet of millefiori flowers, 
woven through with green leaves and bits of aventurine, drapes 
the exterior of the dome. Signed/dated.
Diameter 2 7/8", height 3 5/16" $350—500

195 Satava Art Glass 2005 “Moon Jellyfish” high-domed 
sculpture. A large dichroic jellyfish, in translucent blue or beige 
with a golden skirt, floats in a clear ocean and appears transfixed 
with its immobile blue and gold tentacles. Signed/dated.
Diameter 2 3/4", height 5 7/8" $700—900

196 Abelman 1990 blue and gold surface design paperweight. 
A blue and white pulled-feather design, accented with swirling 
gold borders, eddies from three whirlpools and is completed with 
two balanced gold swash curls, on an opaque off-white dome. 
Signed/dated. Very minor surface wear.
Diameter 2 7/16" $150—300

191 Robert Hamon pink dogrose faceted paperweight. A sweet 
pink dogrose, with white-edged petals, blooms on a green stem 
amid two smooth leaves and three sprays of pink blooms. Six and 
one facets. Signature cane. Extremely minor surface wear.
Diameter 2 9/16" $300—500

192 Joe Zimmerman 1972 coral snake faceted paperweight. 
A black, yellow and orange coral snake lays coiled across a sand-
colored pebbly ground, ready to pounce on an unseen prey. Three 
rows of all-over geometric faceting. Signature Stamp. Signed “MJ 
‘71” on the bottom of the snake in black. Signed/dated.
Diameter 3 1/4" $200—400

193 Twists Glass Studio 2004 “Lizard” white and purple 
latticinio surface sculpted paperweight, by Mike Hunter. A 
three-dimensional lizard, its body a clear-encased white and purple 
latticinio twist, curls across the top of a clear encasement hosting 
a translucent purple cushion covered in layers of silver and gold 
leaf. Five spaced bubbles accent the top and sides of the cushion. 
Signed/dated.
Diameter 3 1/8" $300—500
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200 Parabelle Glass 1986 interlaced millefiori trefoil garlands 
paperweight. A pair of interlaced trefoil garlands, one of blue 
complex canes and one of purple complex canes, encircles a cen-
tral white Clichy-type rose within a ring of purple canes. A white 
Clichy-type rose rests within each of the six loops of the garlands. 
White upset muslin ground. Signature/date cane. Minor surface 
wear.
Diameter 3 1/4" $750—850

201 James Lewis Glass 2013 Artist Proof green chequer paper-
weight. Defined by green aventurine cables, twenty-five checker-
board squares host twenty-five colorful complex canes, including 
five Clichy-type roses that form a central cross and a single green 
moss cane. Opaque white ground. Signed/dated. Minor surface 
wear.
Diameter 3 1/16" $600—800

202 Parabelle Glass spaced concentric roses and pansies paper-
weight. A central pink pansy cane is encircled by a ring of spaced 
Clichy-type roses and then a ring of spaced, staggered pansy canes, 
all in a variety of colors. Opaque plum-colored ground.
Diameter 3 1/8" $500—700

197 Parabelle Glass 1997 pink and white concentric millefiori 
with cabbage rose paperweight. A large white cabbage rose sits 
at the center of three spaced rings of pink and white flower-like 
complex millefiori and an outside border garland of cog canes that 
alternate between red and purple. White upset muslin ground. 
Edition #8 of a limited edition of 10. Signed/dated. Extremely 
minor surface wear.
Diameter 3 1/4" $1,000—1,200

198 Parabelle Glass 1995 concentric millefiori on upset muslin 
paperweight. A pink Clichy-type rose rests at the center of a ring 
of green edelweiss studded moss canes, which are then surrounded 
by a spaced ring of alternating blue pansy canes and complex 
millefiori canes. Eight circular clusters of complex canes in various 
designs and colors, each centered by a yellow rose, form a final 
spaced ring at the border. White upset muslin ground. Edition 
#7 of a limited edition of 10. Signed/dated.
Diameter 3 5/8" $1,200—1,600

199 Parabelle Glass 1993 close packed millefiori mushroom 
and torsade paperweight. A colorful assortment of complex mille-
fiori, pansy canes, moss canes and Clichy-type roses is bordered 
by alternating blue and white staves, which are drawn down into 
the narrow stem of a mushroom and encircled by a blue and white 
twist. Signature/date cane.
Diameter 3 5/16" $600—900
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206 Saint Louis 1975 “Hawaiian Millefiori” paperweight. 
Stripes of turquoise, green, magenta and white flower canes create 
a fabric effect. This design was suggested to the Saint Louis factory 
by Paul Jokelson, who was inspired by a shirt. Limited edition of 
450. Signature/date cane. Very minor surface wear.
Diameter 3" $500—700

207 Saint Louis 1980 red double clematis on blue ground 
faceted paperweight. A two-tiered red clematis, with a white 
stardust millefiori center, displays against a thick array of green 
leaves, all resting on a six-petalled flower-like design in a white 
latticinio weave. Translucent cobalt blue ground. Six and one 
facets. Limited edition of 400. Signature/date cane.
Diameter 3 3/16" $400—600

208 Saint Louis 1974 “Ruche Rouge” red honeycomb paper-
weight. Tiers of red canes with clear centers and white “C”-shaped 
edges are arranged to resemble a beehive, a white signature/date 
cane presiding at its summit, all resting in a red stave basket. 
Limited edition of 400. Extremely minor surface wear.
Diameter 3" $1,600—1,800

203 Saint Louis 1990 upright bouquet in latticinio basket 
with pink torsade magnum paperweight. An upright bouquet 
of a dozen long-petalled flowers, in pink, red, white, pistachio 
and different shades of blue, is nestled on a bed of green leaves. 
The bouquet rests inside a shallow white double swirl  latticinio 
basket, with two pink latticinio twist torsades around the rim and 
base. Edition #10 of a limited edition of 25. Signature/date cane. 
From the C. Frank Kireker Collection.
Diameter 3 11/16" $800—1,000

204 Saint Louis 1970 blue dahlia faceted paperweight. A  
signature/date cane sits at the center of a multi-tiered blue dahlia, 
over a clear ground. Six and one facets. Limited edition of 800. 
Extremely minor surface wear.
Diameter 3 1/4" $700—1,000

205 Saint Louis 1970 concentric millefiori mushroom double 
overlay faceted paperweight. A complex signature/date cane sits 
at the center of a mushroom, surrounded by six close concentric 
rings of assorted complex canes, atop a slender pistachio-colored 
stem. Pistachio-over-white double overlay. Five and one facets. 
Limited edition of 800.
Diameter 3" $700—900
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212 Saint Louis 1991 red, blue, green and white crown newel 
post. A large majestic crown, consisting of an alternating pattern 
of twists in green and white or red, blue and white, separated 
by white filigree that cascade from a top complex signature/date 
cane, sits on a clear pedestal base. A similar piece can be found in 
Sotheby’s Paperweights June 26, 1996 auction catalog as lot 42.
Diameter 4 1/4", height 4 7/8" $1,200—1,600

213 Saint Louis 1983 white pompon paperweight. A multi-
tiered white pompon, accompanied by a white bud and dark green 
leaves, blooms upon a pink double-swirl latticinio cushion. Limited 
edition of 300. Signature/date cane.
Diameter 3" $450—550

214 Saint Louis 1985 fruit in a white latticinio basket sculp-
ture. Three-dimensional pears, apples, cherries and plums, on a 
bed of dark green leaves, rest within a white double-swirl latticinio 
basket, with a clear-encased white spiral and twist handle. Limited 
edition of 250. Signature/date cane.
Height 2 7/16", length 3 1/4" $1,000—1,200

209 Saint Louis 2003 “Temptation” serpent and apple three-
section paperweight. A three-dimensional green snake coils around 
the clear, rounded, top portion of a dome, while the bottom portion 
is decorated with gold-etched figures of Adam, Eve and a tree, over 
a mottled blue, green and white ground. A red glass apple rests 
within a hollow round enclosure at the core of the two sections. 
Limited edition of 125. Signature/date cane.
Diameter 3 1/4", height 3 9/16" $1,500—2,000

210 Saint Louis 2003 “Sheep” and concentric millefiori fac-
eted paperweight. To commemorate the Chinese “Year of the 
Sheep”, a three-dimensional white sheep, with curled pink horns, 
stands in the center of a millefiori meadow, composed of several 
concentric rings of assorted canes, in shades of green, blue, pink 
and white. Five and one facets. Edition #31 of a limited edition 
of 125. Signature/date cane.
Diameter 3 1/4" $1,400—1,600

211 Saint Louis 1978 millefiori mushroom double-encased 
double overlay magnum paperweight. A colorful mushroom, 
featuring an assortment of close packed complex canes, is pulled 
downward from its tuft to create a narrow, tapered stem. The mush-
room sits within a red-over-white double overlay, with six and one 
facets, which is encased in a clear dome. Signature/date cane.
Diameter 4 1/16" $1,200—1,600
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218 Saint Louis 1971 multi-colored pinwheel paperweight. 
A chartreuse signature/date cane rests at the center of a pinwheel 
pattern, composed of alternating blue, green, red and white rib-
bons. Limited edition of 400.
Diameter 3 1/8" $700—900

219 Saint Louis 1975 cherries on latticinio cushion faceted 
paperweight. Five crimson cherries move outwards radially on 
chartreuse stems from a cluster of five green leaves cradling a sixth 
cherry. Five more cherries are arranged in a circle bordering the 
central motif, atop a white double-swirl latticinio cushion. Six 
and one facets. Limited edition of 450. Signature/date cane.
Diameter 3 1/4" $500—700

220 Saint Louis 1980 pear and cherries on latticinio swirl 
miniature paperweight. Three ripe cherries and a blushing pear 
hang from thick, leafy stems, over a white double-swirl latticinio 
cushion. Limited edition of 400. Signature/date cane.
Diameter 1 15/16" $350—450

215 Saint Louis 1980 gilded lizard paperweight. Very ara-
besque, a three-dimensional golden lizard coils across the top of 
a low-domed pink-over-white double overlay cut with a winding 
pattern of leafy vines and flowers and embellished with gilded 
scrolls. Star-cut base. Edition #11 of a limited edition of 300; 150 
made for the U.S. market. Signed/dated.
Diameter 3 1/4" $2,500—3,500

216 Saint Louis 1979 Tutankhamen gold inclusion and mille-
fiori garland faceted paperweight. A 24-karat gold death mask 
of the pharaoh is encircled by a white, blue, red and yellow complex 
millefiori garland. Orange ground. Six and one facets. Limited 
edition of 300. Signature/date cane.
Diameter 3 1/16" $500—700

217 Saint Louis 1973 looped millefiori garlands on red ground 
paperweight. Six looped complex millefiori garlands, which alter-
nate between light pink and blue, propel clockwise from a large 
pink-rimmed complex center cane. Opaque red ground. Limited 
edition of 400. Signature/date cane. Very minor surface wear.
Diameter 3 1/4" $400—600
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224 Baccarat 1975 Gridel black monkey millefiori carpet ground 
paperweight. A large central Gridel black monkey silhouette cane 
dominates a yellow millefiori carpet ground, interspersed with 
two spaced concentric rings of the remaining seventeen Gridel 
silhouettes. Edition #158 of a limited edition of 350. Acid-etched 
Baccarat insignia on the base. Signature/date cane. Dated.
Diameter 3 1/16" $450—700

225 Baccarat 1978 Gridel dog millefiori paperweight. A cen-
tral Gridel dog silhouette cane, ringed by small white millefiori, 
is surrounded by four curved panels of yellow and red complex 
canes and is bordered by a millefiori garland of the other seven-
teen Gridel silhouettes. Dark purple ground. Edition #140 of a 
limited edition of 350. Acid-etched Baccarat insignia on the base. 
Signature/date cane. Dated.
Diameter 2 3/4" $350—600

226 Baccarat 1978 Gridel goat and patterned millefiori paper-
weight. A large Gridel goat silhouette cane presides at the center of 
six square-shaped groups of red and white millefiori, which are in 
turn encircled by groupings of the other seventeen Gridel silhouette 
canes. Butterscotch ground. Edition #27 of a limited edition of 
350. Acid-etched Baccarat insignia on the base. Signature/date 
cane. Dated.
Diameter 3 1/8" $400—600

221 Baccarat 1973 scattered zodiac millefiori on blue carpet 
ground paperweight. Twelve complex silhouette canes, each rep-
resenting a different sign of the zodiac, are scattered on a carpet 
of cobalt blue canes with light blue complex centers. Edition #85 
of a limited edition. Acid-etched Baccarat insignia on the base. 
Signature/date cane. Dated.
Diameter 3 3/16" $400—600

222 Baccarat 1970 “Church Weight” zodiac millefiori paper-
weight. Very fine silhouettes of all twelve zodiac symbols are 
scattered throughout a colorful close packed design of assorted 
complex canes. Edition #50 of a limited edition. Acid-etched 
Baccarat insignia on the base. Signature/date cane. Dated. Very 
minor surface wear.
Diameter 3 1/16" $800—1,000

223 Baccarat 1989 interlaced millefiori trefoil garlands paper-
weight. A central white cane is encircled by two concentric rings of 
white canes, which are then surrounded by two interlaced trefoil 
garlands of pink and maroon millefiori. Pink upset muslin ground. 
Edition #25 of a numbered edition. Acid-etched Baccarat insignia 
on the base. Signature/date cane. Dated. Very minor surface wear.
Diameter 3 3/16" $400—600
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230 Baccarat 1986 “Couronne de fleurs” flower garland over 
white honeycomb paperweight. A delicate crown of pink and 
white blossoms, linked by a thin, leafy stem, hovers above a white 
honeycomb ground. Edition #77 of a limited edition of 200. 
Acid-etched Baccarat insignia on the base. Signature/date cane. 
Dated. Extremely minor surface wear.
Diameter 3 3/16" $500—700

231 Baccarat 1971 interlaced millefiori trefoil garlands paper-
weight. A central yellow cane is encircled by two concentric rings of 
pink and yellow canes, which are then surrounded by two interlaced 
trefoil garlands of blue and pink millefiori. White upset muslin 
ground. Edition #293 of a limited edition. Acid-etched Baccarat 
insignia on the base. Signature/date cane. Dated. Extremely minor 
surface wear.
Diameter 3 5/16" $500—700

232 Baccarat 1972 green and yellow lizard paperweight. A 
green and yellow lizard, with a narrow orange stripe on each side, 
rests on an orange, yellow and green pebbled ground, near a scat-
tering of silver rocks. Edition #69 of a limited edition. Acid-etched 
Baccarat insignia on the base. Signature/date cane. Dated.
Diameter 3" $450—650

227 Baccarat 1970 millefiori butterfly and pink dahlias 
paperweight. Two dahlias, with two tiers of pink petals and 
central complex canes, perch on green stems with leaves and are 
approached by a blue millefiori butterfly with a yellow outline. 
White and pink upset muslin ground. Edition #91 of a limited 
edition. Acid-etched Baccarat insignia on the base. Signature/date 
cane. Dated. Minor surface wear.
Diameter 3 1/8" $500—600

228 Baccarat 1976 red rose and bud on latticinio paperweight. 
A large multi-tiered dark red rose grows from a ribbed stem, with 
a petite red bud and two green leaves, over a white double-swirl 
latticinio cushion. Edition #9 of a limited edition of 150. Acid-
etched Baccarat insignia on the base. Signature/date cane. Dated. 
Very minor surface wear.
Diameter 3 1/8" $550—700

229 Baccarat 1982 “Fleurs champêtres” bouquet on amethyst 
paperweight. A red and white primrose, a white double clematis 
and three blue forget-me-nots are bound together by light green 
stems and leaves, above a translucent amethyst ground. Edition 
#105 of a limited edition of 175. Acid-etched Baccarat insignia 
on the base. Signature/date cane. Dated. Extremely minor surface 
wear.
Diameter 3 1/8" $500—650
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236 Paul Ysart open concentric millefiori paperweight. A cen-
tral complex cane in purple and white is tightly surrounded by a 
ring of complex white millefiori, then three more rings of various 
complex millefiori, each with a different pattern of alternating 
canes and colors, including green, pink, purple and white. Clear 
ground. Signature cane.
Diameter 3 1/8" $350—550

237 Paul Ysart open concentric millefiori paperweight. A central 
cluster of colorful close packed canes is encircled by three rings of 
millefiori, including white stardust, alternating pink and orange 
complex canes and white and purple florets canes. Translucent 
dark green ground. Signature cane. Minor surface wear.
Diameter 3 1/16" $600—800

238 Paul Ysart blue clematis on black ground paperweight. 
A two-tiered blue clematis, with a pink complex cog cane core, 
sits atop a curving stem shared by three ribbed green leaves and is 
framed by a garland of purple and pink complex cog canes with 
yellow centers. Opaque black ground. Signature cane.
Diameter 2 15/16" $450—600

233 Paul Ysart bouquet on yellow and white latticinio crown 
cushion paperweight. A central salmon-colored flower, with six 
ribbed petals and a white cog cane center, is ringed by a garland 
of variegated green leaves and fantasy flowers in pinks, blues and 
yellow. Radiating yellow and white latticinio crown cushion. Minor 
surface wear.
Diameter 3 1/8" $500—700

234 Paul Ysart Harland-era orange millefiori butterfly paper-
weight. A hovering butterfly, with a dark green aventurine body, 
has four orange cog cane wings, of which the two lower wings 
contain millefiori cluster centers. Sky blue jasper ground. Signature 
cane.
Diameter 2 5/8" $500—600

235 Paul Ysart close packed millefiori and twists paperweight. 
A central cluster of colorful close packed millefiori is surrounded 
by a border of radiating white latticinio twists that alternate with 
pairs of complex millefiori. Opaque powder blue ground.
Diameter 2 15/16" $600—800
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pastry mold canes and a border garland of white and blue star 
canes. Clear, star-cut footed base. Five and one facets. Signature/
date cane. Minor surface wear.
Diameter 2 15/16", height 3 1/8" $300—500

243 Whitefriars 1977 “The Manger Scene” Christmas pat-
terned millefiori faceted paperweight. A portrait cane of the 
manger is balanced by two portrait canes of angels in the sky on 
either side and, higher still, a yellow complex cane representing the 
Christmas star. The portrait canes rest within a carpet of blue and 
white stardust canes, all of which is surrounded by border rings of 
purple and then pink millefiori to complete the design.  Five and 
one facets. Signature/date cane. Extremely minor surface wear.
Diameter 3 1/16" $600—800

244 Whitefriars 1976 American Bicentennial commemorative 
millefiori faceted paperweight. An American flag, composed of 
thirteen blue and white complex canes for the stars, four red and 
three white canes for the stripes and a black cane for the staff, rests 
on a carpet of white millefiori and is encircled by blue and white 
complex star canes. Five and one facets. “1776/1976” signature/ 
date cane. Very minor surface wear.
Diameter 3" $400—600

239 Peter McDougall close concentric millefiori paperweight. 
A central blue, white and black pastry mold cane is surrounded by 
five rings of brightly colored millefiori, including a ring of pink 
bull’s-eye canes. Clear ground. Signature cane.
Diameter 2 9/16" $200—300

240 Peter McDougall close packed millefiori paperweight. A 
colorful assortment of complex millefiori canes rests on a cobalt 
blue ground. Signature cane. Very minor surface wear.
Diameter 2 1/4" $200—300

241 William Manson 1981 “Arctic Encounter” seal and fish 
paperweight. An iridescent dark blue seal slips along a floe of 
white ice with his lunch, a yellow-spotted green aventurine fish. 
Translucent purple ground. Edition #23 of a limited edition of 
250. Signature/date cane. Extremely minor surface wear.
Diameter 3" $200—300

242 Whitefriars 1974 close concentric millefiori faceted ped-
estal paperweight. A central black and white star cane is circled 
by three close concentric rings of white star canes in blue and gold, 
a ring of white and blue cinquefoil canes, a ring of blue and white 
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248 Eric Hansen 2005 pansy paperweight. An ample purple 
and yellow pansy, with a curled green stem, is haloed by several 
variegated light green sepals and is surrounded by a border garland 
of purple and white millefiori. Clear ground. Signature cane. 
Signed/dated. Some surface wear.
Diameter 3 3/16" $400—600

249 Selkirk Glass 1990 flower and berries paperweight, by 
Peter Holmes. A white flower, with ribbed petals and a yellow 
center, blossoms on a pale green stem surrounded by two sprays of 
red berries and two stems of pale green leaves. Translucent purple 
ground. Edition #1 of 1. Signature cane. Signed/dated.
Diameter 3 1/4" $150—250

250 Eric Hansen 2012 dragonfly and morning glories paper-
weight. A dragonfly, with four black latticinio wings, a curving 
yellow tail and a red head, visits a curving green stalk of lovely 
pink morning glories and buds, against a vividly colored ocean 
sunset. Signed/dated. Minor surface wear.
Diameter 3 5/16" $400—500

245 Vandermark-Merritt 1980 butterfly surface design paper-
weight. A whimsical butterfly, with a green body and blue anten-
nae, stretches its pink pulled-feather wings adorned with colorful 
millefiori. The butterfly rests atop a translucent and iridescent 
dome, the lower half covered in iridescent yellow stripes. Opaque 
white ground. Signed/dated.
Diameter 3" $200—300

246 Janet Kelman 1979 goldfish compound paperweight. A 
gray-spotted orange fish, with black tail fins, whooshes throughout 
tall green sea grass and scattered anemones. Clear ground. Signed/
dated.
Diameter 3 3/16" $400—500

247 Vandermark 1985 blossoms on blue ground encased paper-
weight. A scattering of pink-centered white blossoms and twisting 
green vines rests upon a translucent blue dome, all of which is 
swathed by an additional layer of clear glass. Signed/dated. Very 
minor surface wear.
Diameter 3 5/8" $300—400
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254 Yaffa & Jeff Todd 1998 “Sunset” lake scene paperweight. 
The swirling orange and yellow hues of the setting sun, contrasted 
by the black silhouettes of trees and reeds, are reflected in the small 
lake below. Edition #4 of a limited edition of 30. Signed/dated. 
Minor surface wear.
Diameter 3" $400—600

255 Yaffa & Jeff Todd 2014 “Bird of Paradise” paperweight. 
An exotic jungle of yellow-centered white and pink millefiori 
flowers, a large variegated forking branch and thick foliage, is 
visited by a brilliant blue bird of paradise, with colorful red and 
yellow trailing tail feathers, as it makes its way through the furl-
ing greenery. Clear ground. Edition #2 of a limited edition of 30. 
Signed/dated.
Diameter 3 1/8" $400—600

256 Yaffa & Jeff Todd 1998 “Sugar Maple” paperweight. Two 
sugar maple trees, each with variegated light brown trunks and 
bursts of yellow blossoms, grow side by side in a flower-strewn 
green field. Clear ground. Edition #9 of a limited edition of 30. 
Signed/dated.
Diameter 3 1/8" $500—700

251 Henry Summa 1981 abstract design frosted faceted paper-
weight. An iridescent frosted dome is cut with a clear tilted viewing 
facet to reveal an inner cream and copper-colored swirl. The swirl 
is also cut with a clear window to expose an abstract magenta and 
purple billowing cushion within. Signed/dated. Extremely minor 
surface wear.
Diameter 2 1/2" $300—400

252 Henry Summa 1982 green abstract design frosted faceted 
paperweight. An iridescent frosted dome is cut with a clear tilted 
viewing facet to reveal a refracting inner green hollow swirl. The 
swirl is also cut with a clear window to expose an abstract cushion 
of white-striped purple coils. Signed/dated.
Diameter 2 11/16" $300—400

253 Post-classic Walsh-Walsh pair of close concentric millefiori 
candlestick holders. The rounded base of each of two candle-
stick holders contains a central white and blue cog cane, which is 
surrounded by six concentric rings of various types of millefiori, 
in light pink, white, light blue and yellow. Two clear handles are 
attached half way up the clear, curved stem of each holder. Minor 
surface wear.
Diameter 3 3/8", height 7 1/4" $900—1,200
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260 David Salazar 1988 angelfish compound faceted paper-
weight. A delightful red-striped orange angelfish exhales a trail of 
bubbles as it swims past layers of long, green seaweed and colorful 
anemones. Iridescent, crackled blue ground. Six and one facets. 
Signed/dated. Extremely minor surface wear.
Diameter 2 1/4" $250—400

261 Steven Lundberg Glass Art 1998 underwater ocean scene 
compound paperweight, by Justin Lundberg. Two yellow-finned 
red fish navigate an undersea world of green kelp, coral and drift-
ing pink and blue sea anemones. Tiny bubbles add effervescence 
to the scene, over a translucent cobalt blue ground. Signed/dated.
Diameter 3 7/16" $500—600

262 Lundberg Studios 1990 yellow daffodils paperweight, 
by Steven Lundberg. Two bright yellow daffodils bloom side by 
side on green stems with long slender leaves. Translucent cobalt 
blue ground. Signature/date cane. Signed/dated.
Diameter 3 3/8" $600—800

257 Lundberg Studios 1998 “Starry Night” paperweight. A 
scattering of white stars surrounds a yellow crescent moon, which 
sits at the apex of a translucent dark blue dome. Signed/dated.
Diameter 3 1/4" $200—400

258 Lundberg Studios 1989 white crane paperweight, by Daniel 
Salazar. A white, spread-winged crane spans a translucent cobalt 
blue ground threaded with light blue shadowy ribbons. Signed/
dated.
Diameter 3" $300—400

259 David Salazar 1997 monarch butterfly compound paper-
weight. A petite monarch butterfly flutters above two pink blos-
soms, which grow from a thick green stem. Iridescent orange and 
pink mottled ground. Signed/dated.
Diameter 2 1/4" $150—250
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266 Steven Lundberg Glass Art 2000 kissing fish compound 
paperweight, by Steven Lundberg. Two Siamese fighting fish, 
one blue and one pink, float together to meet for a kiss. The duo 
is surrounded by a garland of heart-shaped seaweed dotted with 
red and white hearts, above a translucent aqua ground scattered 
with golden accents. Signed/dated. Minor surface wear.
Diameter 3 1/4" $400—600

267 Lundberg Studios 1992 “Worldweight” Earth surface 
design paperweight. Swirling green, brown and white continents 
of the Earth are surrounded by the iridescent blue of the oceans. 
Signed/dated.
Diameter 3 1/4" $300—500

268 David Salazar 1983 butterfly and flowers surface sculpted 
paperweight. A vermilion-colored butterfly, with long antennae, 
hovers near two purple blossoms that emerge from a gathering 
of long green grass. The arrangement is sculpted atop an opaque 
white dome. Signed/dated.
Diameter 2 7/8" $300—500

263 Lundberg Studios 2002 large pink irises compound mag-
num paperweight, by Justin Lundberg. Three fluid variegated 
orange and pink irises, layered above pink buds and striped green 
leaves, rise up to fill the apex of the clear dome. The flowers float 
above a flowing blue and orange watery ground. Edition #2 of a 
limited edition of 25. Signed/dated.
Diameter 4 1/4" $600—800

264 Lundberg Studios 1982 blue heron with moon compound 
paperweight, by Steven Lundberg. Perched in a long brown 
tree, bare except for four exotic branches of lavender blooms, a 
blue heron looks out at a night sky hung with a large white moon. 
Iridescent, translucent cobalt blue ground. Edition #49 of a limited 
edition of 250. Signed/dated. Extremely minor surface wear.
Diameter 2 15/16" $400—500

265 Lundberg Studios 1986 flamingo paperweight, by Daniel 
Salazar. A slender pink flamingo wades through tall green reeds, 
on a translucent cobalt blue ground. Signed/dated. Very minor 
surface wear.
Diameter 2 15/16" $300—500
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272 Orient & Flume 1983 flat bouquet paperweight, by Greg 
Held. Floating above a ribbed green cushion, a flower, with five 
white ribbed petals and a marigold-colored tuft of stamens, is 
underscored first by five brilliant blue petals and then by three 
spaced, ribbed green leaves. Red, pink and orange buds and blos-
soms, along with spiraling tendrils, extend out and surround the 
central flower. Signed/dated. Minor surface wear.
Diameter 2 15/16" $150—300

273 Orient & Flume 1986 penguin paperweight. A curious 
penguin waddles across an icy blue and white snow bank, layered 
over an iridescent cushion. Signed/dated. Very minor surface wear.
Diameter 3" $300—400

274 Orient & Flume iridescent blue apple paperweight. An 
iridescent blue apple is finished with a short, clear stem nestled 
in the slight hollow of its crown. Signed.
Diameter 2 1/2" $200—300

269 Orient & Flume 1978 dragonfly over iridescent purple 
ground paperweight. Long green and mauve reeds, studded with 
pale blue millefiori, climb up from the base of a large clear-encased 
iridescent purple ground, surrounding a pale blue dragonfly, with 
latticinio wings and yellow eyes, as it hovers near the dome. Edi-
tion #11 of a limited edition of 250. Signed/dated. Minor surface 
wear.
Diameter 3 3/16" $300—400

270 Orient & Flume (1988) acorns on a branch paperweight, 
by Ed Seaira. Four plump acorns hang from an oak tree’s branch 
among light brown, lobed leaves. Clear ground. Edition #45 of a 
limited edition of 250. Signed.
Diameter 3 1/2" $200—300

271 Orient & Flume 1979 blue bird on a branch paperweight. 
A sweet little blue bird perches on a green branch, scattered with 
soft white millefiori blossoms, which crests the top of a clear dome. 
The scenic ground below features mountains and a blue sky filled 
with three fluffy white clouds. Edition #33 of a limited edition of 
250. Signed/dated. Extremely minor surface wear.
Diameter 2 13/16" $300—400
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278 Correia Art Glass 1984 white jonquil tilted design faceted 
paperweight. A single white jonquil, with a bright yellow trumpet 
center, rises from a cluster of long, bladed leaves and floats above a 
black cushion. The design sits within a clear frosted exterior with 
a tilted viewing facet. Edition #70 of a limited edition of 200. 
Signed/dated. Very minor surface wear.
Diameter 2 3/4" $200—300

279 Orient & Flume 1986 flowering cactus paperweight, by 
Ed Seaira. A pink cactus bud unfurls alongside an open-faced, 
double-tiered, pink cactus flower, with yellow filament stamens, as 
they grow from a shaded green prickly pear cactus. Dark iridescent 
cushion. Signed/dated.
Diameter 2 15/16" $200—300

280 Richard Olma 1989 amethyst blossoms and green leaves 
compound magnum paperweight. Three amethyst and white 
blossoms, each with an orange center, are interwoven with a graceful 
network of blue, green and yellow stems and heart-shaped leaves. 
This surface design alternates with flowers in an inner layer’s similar 
design. Clear ground. Signed/dated.
Diameter 4" $600—700

275 Orient & Flume 1979 flower and spider surface design 
paperweight. A speckled pale yellow flower, centered with a complex 
cane, sits at the top of a thick leafy stem, which grows to the top of 
a dome where it is met from the other side by a large spider, with a 
millefiori complex cane on its back. An iridescent pulled-feather 
design drapes the sides, aptly recalling a spider web. Signed/dated.
Diameter 2 15/16" $250—350

276 Orient & Flume 1983 purple orchid paperweight, by 
Lee Hudin. A fully bloomed orchid, with purple-shaded petals, 
grows on a slim stem and is flanked by two large green leaves, all 
of which hovers above an opaque black cushion. Signature/date 
cane. Signed/dated. Extremely minor surface wear.
Diameter 3 1/16" $250—350

277 Orient & Flume 1977 bird and flowers surface design 
paperweight. An iridescent pulled-feather design encircles the 
lower perimeter of an opalescent blue orb, on one side of which 
rise long stems crested by a scattering of yellow millefiori flowers 
and an attentive robin. Signed/dated. Some surface wear.
Diameter 3" $200—300
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284 John Deacons 2015 red poinsettia and torsade paperweight. 
A central poinsettia, with red petals that alternate evenly with 
green sepals, floats atop a delicate bed of white upset muslin. The 
flower is encircled by a red, white and pale green torsade, which 
is then bordered by a ring of white stardust canes. Signature/date 
cane. Extremely minor surface wear.
Diameter 2 3/4" $250—350

285 John Deacons 2002 pink pompon double overlay faceted 
paperweight. A three-tiered pink pompon, with a green stem 
and leaves, sits at the top of a white latticinio crown. Highlighted 
through a ridged top facet and three rows of eight facets in a 
magenta-over-white double overlay. Signature/date cane.
Diameter 3 1/4" $300—400

286 John Deacons millefiori butterfly paperweight. A millefiori 
butterfly, with a green body and yellow head, stretches its elegant 
stardust cane wings, the upper half composed of orange and red, 
and the lower half composed of blue and white. Black ground. 
Signature cane. Extremely minor surface wear.
Diameter 2 3/4" $150—200

281 John Deacons 2012 “Fortress” patterned millefiori paper-
weight. A large circlet of concentric complex canes, in pale pink 
and blue, is framed by a square of white latticinio spiral twists. At 
each corner rests a green Clichy-type rose, while at the halfway 
point of each segment, an animal silhouette cane punctuates the 
design. Translucent royal blue ground. Signature/date cane.
Diameter 3 1/4" $200—400

282 John Deacons close packed millefiori paperweight. A 
variety of complex cog and ruffle canes, including Clichy-type 
roses, thistle picture canes and a heart, is packed into a colorful 
carpet covering a translucent blue cushion.
Diameter 3" $150—250

283 John Deacons 2013 purple, white and turquoise marbrie 
with rose paperweight. A large white Clichy-type rose, with a 
tiny thistle picture cane at its center, dominates the four quarter 
intersection of alternating loops of purple and turquoise at the 
summit of a white dome. Signature/date cane.
Diameter 3 1/16" $450—550
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290 Perthshire Paperweights 1973 spaced millefiori and silhou-
ette canes on upset muslin paperweight. A colorful assortment 
of complex millefiori, including a cormorant silhouette, a penguin 
silhouette and a signature/date cane, is scattered on a cushion of 
white upset muslin, which rests over a translucent purple ground.
Diameter 2 3/4" $150—200

291 Perthshire Paperweights 1987 square-patterned millefiori 
and twists paperweight. A central formation of green and laven-
der complex canes is intersected by four white and red latticinio 
twists to create a cross-like pattern. The pattern is surrounded by a 
square border that alternates between rows of blue millefiori, rows 
of green millefiori and a repetition of the red and white latticinio 
twists. Translucent magenta ground. Signature/date cane.
Diameter 3 3/16" $300—500

292 Perthshire Paperweights 1981 “Royal Wedding Feathers” 
commemorative miniature faceted paperweight. A “29.7.81” 
date cane is set between two wedding bell silhouette canes, which 
rest below three golden feathers, symbolizing the Prince of Wales. 
The design is centered on a cushion of white upset muslin and 
encircled by a colorful complex millefiori border garland. Top 
facet. Limited edition of 288; 283 made. Signature cane. Extremely 
minor surface wear.
Diameter 1 15/16" $250—350

287 Perthshire Paperweights 1991 peacock picture cane and 
patterned millefiori paperweight. A peacock picture cane lies 
at the center of a close concentric carpet of blue and green com-
plex millefiori, interrupted only by a ring of short segments of 
white, purple and black twists. Translucent red ground. Signature/ 
date cane.
Diameter 3 1/4" $400—500

288 Perthshire Paperweights (1989) cat picture cane and mille-
fiori garland paperweight. A central picture cane of a marmalade 
cat, impressively composed of more than 5,000 individual glass 
rods, is surrounded by two spaced rings of complex millefiori, first 
in pink, then in blue. A yellow millefiori garland loops around 
the blue canes to complete the design. Translucent red ground. 
Signature cane.
Diameter 2 11/16" $600—800

289 Perthshire Paperweights (1989-1997) butterfly cane and 
patterned millefiori paperweight. A central butterfly picture 
cane is encircled by a ring of blue cog canes, which is surrounded 
by eleven red and green radial twists that alternate with colorful 
millefiori panels. Opaque teal ground. Signature cane.
Diameter 2 1/2" $150—200
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293 Perthshire Paperweights (1993) 25th Anniversary com-
memorative concentric millefiori faceted paperweight. A 
double-tiered pink clematis sits at the center of six concentric 
rings of pink canes, alternating with rings of C-shaped half tubes, 
on a translucent cobalt blue ground. Six and one facets. Limited 
edition of 200. Signature cane.
Diameter 3 1/8" $300—400

294 Perthshire Paperweights (1998) two-flower bouquet double 
overlay faceted paperweight. Two delightful periwinkle-colored 
flowers bloom among a scattering of tiny buds and translucent 
green stems and leaves. Clear, star-cut ground. Green-over-white 
double overlay. Two rows of six side facets and one top facet. 
Limited edition of 200. Signed.
Diameter 2 1/2" $300—400

295 Perthshire Paperweights (1977) white anemone flower triple 
overlay faceted paperweight. A purple-rimmed white anemone 
blossom, with a signature cane center, four green leaves and a stem, 
floats over a clear, star-cut ground. Yellow-over-white-over-pink 
triple overlay. Two rows of eight facets and one top facet. Limited 
edition of 400; 347 made. Signature cane.
Diameter 2 3/4" $350—450

296 Perthshire Paperweights 1980 sunflower and nosegays 
miniature paperweight. A pale orange sunflower, with a com-
plex cane center, is surrounded by a spaced ring of five lavender 
nosegays, each cradled within two green sepals. Opaque blue 
ground. Limited edition of 450; 357 made. Signature/date cane. 
Extremely minor surface wear.
Diameter 2 1/8" $150—250

297 Perthshire Paperweights 1974 spaced concentric millefiori 
paperweight. A colorful assortment of complex canes is arranged 
in a spaced concentric pattern on a translucent cobalt blue ground. 
Limited edition of 500; 425 made. Signature/date cane. Extremely 
minor surface wear.
Diameter 3 1/16" $350—450

298 Perthshire Paperweights 1989 spaced concentric mille-
fiori and silhouettes on upset muslin paperweight. A central 
marigold-colored signature/date cane is ringed by the spaced sil-
houettes of a panda and heron and picture canes of a duck and 
European robin. The central arrangement is then encircled by a 
spaced ring of eight complex canes and a border garland of blue 
and green millefiori. White upset muslin ground. Signature/date 
cane. Extremely minor surface wear.
Diameter 2 3/16" $400—500

299 Perthshire Paperweights 1973 spaced concentric millefiori 
paperweight. A central circlet consisting of four close concentric 
rings in orange, blue, green and purple, is surrounded by a spaced 
ring of large white cogs and then a border garland of purple mille-
fiori. Translucent cobalt blue ground. Signature/date cane. Very 
minor surface wear.
Diameter 3 1/4" $250—350

300 Perthshire Paperweights cross-patterned millefiori paper-
weight. A cross of golden stardust canes is encircled by a millefiori 
garland that alternates between pairs of blue cog canes and a single 
white stardust cane. Translucent cobalt blue ground. Limited 
edition, made exclusively for L.H. Selman. Signature cane. Very 
minor surface wear.
Diameter 2 1/2" $150—250
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301 Perthshire Paperweights 1970 dragonfly and millefiori 
garland paperweight. A delicate aventurine gold dragonfly, with 
four white latticinio wings and red eyes, hovers at the center of a 
white and ochre complex millefiori garland. Clear ground. Limited 
edition of 500. Signed/dated. Extremely minor surface wear.
Diameter 2 3/8" $150—200

302 Perthshire Paperweights 2000 pansy faceted paperweight. 
A large yellow and amethyst pansy is guarded by a cluster of ser-
rated green leaves, atop a bed of white upset muslin. Five and one 
facets. Edition #95 of a limited edition of 200. Signature/date 
cane.
Diameter 2 7/8" $300—400

303 Perthshire Paperweights (1999) flower bouquet double 
overlay faceted footed paperweight. A lively bouquet of color-
ful flowers and buds is splayed across a translucent cobalt blue 
cushion, encased within an amethyst-over-white double overlay. 
Feather-cut, hexagonal footed base. Three rows of six small facets 
and one top facet. Limited edition of 150. Signed.
Diameter 2 5/16", height 2 15/16" $600—800

304 Perthshire Paperweights 1998 blue flower faceted paper-
weight. A light blue flower, with yellow millefiori stamens, is sur-
rounded by a sprawling network of small leaves and buds, resting 
atop a cushion of white latticinio. Five and one facets. Edition #35 
of a limited edition of 50. Signature/date cane.
Diameter 2 5/8" $300—400

305 Perthshire Paperweights 1981 blue gentian on white lat-
ticinio strips paperweight. A blue lampwork gentian flower, with 
a complex cane center, rests on a bed of parallel white latticinio 
strips, encircled by a border garland of blue and white millefiori 
canes. Translucent purple ground. Limited edition of 400; 265 
made. Signature/date cane. Very minor surface wear.
Diameter 2 15/16" $300—400

306 Perthshire Paperweights (1992) clematis flowers on trel-
lis paperweight. Pink and white clematis flowers, with buds and 
assorted leaves, scale a golden trellis above a translucent green 
ground. Edition #115 of a limited edition of 300; 277 made. 
Signature cane.
Diameter 3 1/16" $400—700

307 Perthshire Paperweights (2001) blue bouquet faceted 
paperweight. A bouquet of five cobalt blue flowers, with yellow 
stamens and light green leaves, rests over a clear, feather-cut ground. 
Top facet and six side facets. Limited edition of 75. Signature cane. 
Signed.
Diameter 2 13/16" $500—700

308 Perthshire Paperweights (1994) overlay bouquet faceted 
paperweight. Two small violas, one blue and white and the other 
orange and yellow, are joined by four companion buds splayed 
between the jagged edges of three ribbed green leaves. Clear, grid-
cut ground. Translucent ruby overlay, with one large top facet 
and geometric side faceting. Limited edition of 300; 214 made. 
Signed. Minor surface wear.
Diameter 2 5/8" $600—800
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magenta ground. Six and one facets. Edition #35 of a limited edi-
tion. Signature/date cane.
Diameter 2 15/16" $300—400

313 Perthshire Paperweights 2000 “End-Of-Day Mushroom” 
scrambled millefiori faceted paperweight. A colorful mushroom 
is composed of a pulled scrambled arrangement of whole and 
partial complex canes, including silhouette canes of a panda, a 
crab, a flying hawk, a squirrel and a penguin, that form a spaced 
ring around a central signature/date cane. Clear, star-cut ground. 
Two rows of five side facets and one top facet. Edition #94 of a 
limited edition of 175. Signature/date cane. Signed.
Diameter 2 11/16" $250—400

314 Perthshire Paperweights 1986 close packed millefiori 
paperweight. A colorful assortment of close packed complex 
millefiori canes fills the surface to conceal a loose bed of upset 
muslin. Limited edition of 400; 379 made. Signature/date cane.
Diameter 2 11/16" $500—700

315 Perthshire Paperweights 1978 star-patterned millefiori 
paperweight. A five-point star design, composed of assorted canes 
outlined by white latticinio twists, is bordered by five wedge-shaped 
panels of canes, on translucent blue ground. Signature/date.
Diameter 3 1/16" $200—300

316 Perthshire Paperweights (1978) double clematis in green 
stave basket paperweight. A pink double clematis flower, bloom-
ing on a short green stem with an opening bud and green leaves, 
floats over a stave basket of green canes. Limited edition of 400; 
374 made. Signature cane.
Diameter 2 1/4" $250—350

309 Perthshire Paperweights 1985 Smithsonian patterned 
millefiori and twists paperweight. A central green and white 
complex star cane is surrounded by five white latticinio twists, 
which radiate out to create five colorful millefiori panels. An out-
side border of latticinio twist segments encloses the entire design. 
Translucent cobalt blue ground. Limited edition of 500; produced 
exclusively for the Smithsonian Institute. Signature/date cane.
Diameter 2 1/2" $300—400

310 Perthshire Paperweights 1979 cross-patterned millefiori 
paperweight. A central blue and white complex cross cane lies 
at the intersection of a red millefiori cross bordered on either side 
with a white and yellow millefiori twist, to create four triangular 
millefiori panels. Translucent green ground. Signature/date cane. 
Extremely minor surface wear.
Diameter 3" $300—500

311 Perthshire Paperweights 1997 pink and green patterned 
millefiori paperweight. A central green and white complex cane 
is surrounded by a ring of pink millefiori circlets, from which 
radiate eight green, white and pink twists that alternate with 
clusters of complex millefiori. The design is encircled by a border 
garland of alternating green millefiori and purple and white twists. 
Translucent cobalt blue ground. Signature/date cane. Extremely 
minor surface wear.
Diameter 2 1/2" $200—300

312 Perthshire Paperweights 1990 patterned millefiori faceted 
paperweight. A central cluster of colorful close concentric mille-
fiori is surrounded by a ring of complex arrow canes alternating 
with short segments of navy, red and white twists, which is then 
surrounded by two outer rings of complex millefiori. Translucent 
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321 Caithness Glass (1997) “Cactus City” abstract faceted 
paperweight, by Alastair MacIntosh, from the Modern Design 
series. An abstract beige form, with webbed branches reaching 
upward, is centered on a plane of magenta aventurine pebbles, 
above a translucent aqua ground. All-over honeycomb faceting 
and top facet edged with angular grooves. Edition #35 of a limited 
edition of 50. Signed.
Diameter 3 3/8" $120—200

322 Caithness Glass 1981 “Snow Crystal” patterned millefiori 
faceted paperweight, by Colin Terris, from the Whitefriars 
Collection. A white and cobalt blue signature/date cane rests at 
the center of a snowflake design, composed of white star canes, 
on an opaque black ground. Six and one facets. Edition #150 of a 
limited edition of 1000; 280 made. Signature/date cane. Signed. 
Very minor surface wear.
Diameter 2 15/16" $120—200

323 “J” Glass 1980 bouquet on black ground faceted paper-
weight, by John Deacons and Allan Scott. A white, lavender and 
yellow fantasy flower, with a complex cane center, blooms alongside 
three white and two yellow flowers, all on stems with green leaves, 
over an opaque black ground. Six and one facets. Limited edition 
of 101. Signature canes/date cane. Minor surface wear.
Diameter 2 13/16" $250—350

324 Caithness Glass (1981) “Regency Stripe” patterned mille-
fiori paperweight, by Colin Terris. Festive rows of various shaped 
star-centered complex canes in different colors are separated by 
five red, white and blue twists. Opaque black ground. Edition #47 
of a limited edition of 1000; 749 made. Signature cane. Signed. 
Very minor surface wear.
Diameter 2 15/16" $120—200

317 Perthshire Paperweights 1972 “Christmas Mistletoe” 
paperweight. A sprig of green mistletoe, with white berries, is 
encircled by a garland of green complex canes alternating with 
white and red cog canes, on an opaque red ground. Limited edi-
tion of 300. Signature/date cane.
Diameter 2 9/16" $100—150

318 Perthshire Paperweights 1982 “Christmas Shepherd” 
faceted paperweight. A shepherd and a fluffy white lamb walk 
below a sprinkling of stars, set against an opaque black ground. 
The design is bordered by a garland of orange and white complex 
millefiori. Top facet. Limited edition of 350; 318 made. Signature/
date cane.
Diameter 2 15/16" $250—450

319 Perthshire Paperweights 1996 Christmas poinsettia faceted 
paperweight. A red poinsettia is bordered by two stems of dark 
green holly leaves, with red berries and three sprigs of mistletoe, 
on an opaque white ground. A garland of green and white complex 
canes surrounds the perimeter of the design. Five and one facets. 
Limited edition of 250. Signature/date cane.
Diameter 3" $200—300

320 Perthshire Paperweights 1979 “Christmas Angel” paper-
weight. A central angel picture cane is closely encircled by a ring 
of white star canes, then by scattered white and light yellow stars 
and completed with a close concentric border of alternating white 
and yellow stars. Translucent cobalt blue ground. Limited edition 
of 325; 307 made. Signature/date cane. Some surface wear.
Diameter 3" $200—300
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from beneath the familiar sentiment “HOME SWEET HOME”, 
written in arching white block letters. Multi-colored, umbrella-
shaped frit ground. Some surface wear.
Diameter 3 1/4" $400—500

329 Saint Louis 1953 Queen Elizabeth II Coronation com-
memorative sulphide faceted paperweight. A central sulphide 
of Queen Elizabeth II is represented in silver and encircled by a 
garland of alternating blue and pink complex canes, on translu-
cent dark blue ground. Five and one facets. Acid-etched on base: 
“COURONNEMENT 2-6-53 SAINT LOUIS, FRANCE”. Signature/
date cane. Minor surface wear.
Diameter 2 7/8" $450—550

330 Selkirk Glass 1987 yellow dogrose and millefiori garland 
paperweight. A pale yellow dogrose, with a blue millefiori core 
and six green leaves, is bordered by a spaced garland of pink and 
white millefiori. Translucent green ground. Edition #70 of a limited 
edition of 250. Signed/dated.
Diameter 2 1/2" $100—200

331 Crieff Glass purple and white swirl paperweight. Origi-
nating at a large green complex center cane, latticinio ribbons in 
alternating white and purple swirl in a colorful eddy, which tucks 
itself under the base of the weight to create a counter design visible 
through the top. Some surface wear.
Diameter 2 11/16" $300—500

332 Bobbi Banford Christmas tree and bear paperweight.  
A small brown bear ambles through the snow after a ball, beneath a 
green Christmas tree, topped with a bright yellow star. Translucent 
blue ground. Signature cane.
Diameter 3" $300—400

325 Antique American “Lincoln’s Home” souvenir paperweight. 
A simple cabin, accompanied by a squirrel, bird, tree and water pump, 
is outlined in white and set against a black ground. The white block 
letters above read “LINCOLN’S HOME”. Some surface wear.
Diameter 3 13/16" $120—200

326 Antique American “Home Sweet Home” frit motto paper-
weight. A sketch of a large white house, with yellow accents, is 
bordered by two blue trees and completed with a white path to the 
door through a blue front yard. Above the house, “HOME SWEET 
HOME” reads in arching white block letters. Clear ground. Some 
surface wear.
Diameter 3 9/16" $180—250

327 Antique Union Glass Company set of four paperweights. 
A. “MAY 1908”, written in white block letters, is encircled by 
eight spaced blue, pink and red four-petalled flowers, each with 
four green sepals.  B. A central red poinsettia, growing on a short 
stem with two green leaves, is encircled by the arching white letters 
that read “MRS. M. B. WATSON 1915”. Each red petal is dotted 
with a yellow spot and surrounds the central white stamen, while 
two blue petals balance the design on the bottom.  C. A central 
bouquet of red flowers, some with blue and some with yellow 
stamens, is framed by six green sepals and rests on a white marbrie 
cushion.  D. A large central double clematis, with green-spotted 
violet petals and a red and white complex cane center, is haloed 
by four sepals. The flower grows on a short green stem with two 
additional sepals. “R. WHALEN” arches over the flower in white 
block letters. Clear grounds. Varied minor surface wear.
Diameters 3 3/8" - 4 1/16" $1,400—1,800

328 Antique American “Home Sweet Home” frit motto paper-
weight. Surrounded by trees, a modest log cabin beckons appealingly 

see page 61 for detailed photo
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336 Selkirk Glass 1986 pink crimp rose faceted paperweight. A 
lovely, deeply blushing pink rose, with several tiers of white-edged 
petals, swirls to fill a clear dome. Five and one facets. Edition #180 
of a limited edition of 250. Signed/dated. Some surface wear.
Diameter 2 15/16" $300—400

337 Brayton Furlong 2006 “Rose Bouquet” teal marble. Spaced 
green twists work their way up a ribbed, iridescent teal background, 
bordered by a dark green torsade, to reveal a bouquet of light blue, 
ochre and red-tipped white roses at the center. Signed/dated.
Diameter 1 5/8" $200—300

338 Jesse Taj Glass 2008 orange and black vortex marble. 
Ribbons of dichroic gold and orange swirl against a black back-
ground. A black spatter design covers half of the exterior, bordered 
by trailing orange and yellow ribbons. Signed/dated.
Diameter 2 1/4" $200—300

339 Wayne Robbins 2004 “Galaxy Orb” marble. Chartreuse-
colored cushions swirl atop a dark, dichroic-streaked interior to 
create a galaxy-like effect. Similar patterns, in muted colors, paint 
the exterior lower half of the marble. Signed/dated. Very minor 
surface wear.
Diameter 2 3/16" $200—300

340 CNY Glass Studio 2004 “Yellow Flower” marble, by Chris-
topher Rice. A swirling amber, green and blue design covers the 
lower half of an orb, cradling at its center a four-petalled flower, 
with green-paneled yellow petals and black stamens. Signed/dated.
Diameter 1 3/4" $200—300

333 Waterford Crystal “Harp and Shamrocks” acid-etched 
glass paperweight. A clear, circular base contains an acid-etched 
depiction of a harp, framed by two vines of shamrocks. Low, 
curved dome, with diamond-cut sides. Signed.
Diameter 3 1/2" $120—180

334 Murano C-scroll millefiori garlands pink overlay faceted 
paperweight. A central white and pink cog cane is encircled by 
two rings of blue and green cog canes. Resting upon a swirling 
cushion of white latticinio ribbons, the central design is bordered 
by five C-scroll garlands in blue, green, white and pink. Clear, 
diamond-cut ground. Translucent pink overlay, with five side 
facets and a star-cut dome. Minor surface wear.
Diameter 3" $100—200

335 Shaun Messenger 2012 “Poinsettia” red millefiori flowers 
paperweight. Red millefiori poinsettias, with yellow centers, are 
linked by thin green stems and scattered leaves to form a delicate 
bridge over a billowing white and silver aventurine core. Signed/
dated. Extremely minor surface wear.
Diameter 3 3/8" $300—400

327 from previous page
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Conditions of sale
Participants are urged to read carefully the following explanation of the conditions of sale, which contain the terms on which 

L.H. Selman Ltd. conducts auctions. L.H. Selman Ltd. reserves the right to refuse any and all bids.

Bidding
Initial bidding begins October 23rd, 2017 at 9:00 a.m. cst.
All initial bids must be in hand by 5:00 p.m. cst on November 
6th, 2017. 

Bids may be placed by mail, telephone, fax, email or on the web 
at www.selman.com/auction. If you use this site to participate 
in this auction, you are responsible for maintaining the confiden-
tiality of your username and password and for restricting access 
to your computer, and you agree to accept responsibility for all 
activities that occur under your account.

After the last day to place initial bids, we expect bidders to con-
tact us daily via phone, fax, email or web to check on the status of 
their bids. It is your responsibility to stay in daily contact with us 
so that the auction can proceed in an expeditious manner. 

If you fail to contact us or if we are unable to reach you, you may 
be relinquishing your opportunity to raise your bid. If you are the 
last under bidder on a lot, L.H. Selman Ltd. in some cases will 
notify you of a 72-hour deadline to raise your bid above the high 
bidder’s bid. If you fail to act or respond, L.H. Selman Ltd., at its 
sole discretion reserves the right to cancel your bids and award 
lots to other bidders. 

Bidding Process
Your bid is a contract to purchase the lot at the hammer price, 
plus commission. Each bidder must be high bidder on at least 
one lot at all times during the auction. All lots will be sold at 
one increment over the second highest bidder. Bidding will con-
tinue until all under bidders have indicated that they no longer 
wish to bid, the high bidder will win the lot if their bid exceeds 
the reserve price (see Reserves). Bids may be raised until the lot 
is declared closed and the winner determined. In the case of 
tie bids, the earliest bid received will be the high bidder. Help 
us complete the auction in a timely fashion by informing us 
of which lots you wish to drop. L.H. Selman Ltd. reserves the 
right to settle any disputes, determine bids, terminate accounts, 
remove and edit content, determine winners or cancel auctions at 
their sole discretion.

Bids must be made in the following increments:
 Up to $200:  $10
 $200 to $500:  $25
 $500 to $1,000:  $50
 $1,000 to $2,000:  $100
 $2,000 to $5,000:  $250
 $5,000 to $10,000:  $500
 $10,000 and over:  $1,000

Reserves
A reserve is a confidential minimum price below which a lot 
generally will not be sold. In some cases, L.H. Selman Ltd. has 
agreed with the consignor to accept a bid below the reserve. Bids 
below reserve may be considered null at the sole discretion of L.H. 
Selman Ltd. In this event, the consignor has the right to recover 
consigned lots that do not reach the minimum price reserved. 

Estimate
Estimates provided reflect current trends. Use them as a guideline 
when placing your bids.

Payment
Successful bidders will be invoiced for the total amount due at the 
auction’s close. Successful bidders must pay a 20% commission on 
the hammer price of each item, plus applicable tax and shipping 
fees. Unsuccessful bidders will not be contacted. Payment is due 
on receipt of invoice; after 15 days a 2% per month penalty on 
monies owed will be charged. We accept check, Visa, MasterCard, 
Discover, digital wallet and bank transfer payments. All checks 
must be drawn from U.S. banks. Payments submitted via credit 
card over $5,000 will incur a convenience fee of 2%. Payments 
via PayPal will incur a convenience fee of 4%. Multiple payment 
methods may be submitted with permission under these circum-
stances. Purchases will not be shipped to the buyer until the full 
price has been paid.

Shipping
Domestic items are shipped at a charge of $15 for the first paper-
weight and $5 for each additional paperweight in the same ship-
ment. Signature is required for delivery. For shipments outside 
the United States, the cost will be $35 plus $5 for each additional 
weight. Price of shipping/insurance for oversized items will vary 
according to size and weight. Alternate shipping methods may be 
available, if desired.

Return Policy
Upon the close of each lot, purchase is understood to be final. The 
buyer must notify L.H. Selman Ltd. of any discrepancy within 
48 hours of receipt. All items have been carefully selected and 
described, but if you feel a lot has been misrepresented, requests 
for return will be handled on an individual basis. Returned mer-
chandise will not be accepted without prior approval. In no event 
will L.H. Selman Ltd. incur liability beyond the purchase price of 
an individual lot.

Guarantee
All lots are sold on an “as is” basis. L.H. Selman Ltd. makes every 
effort to describe each lot with complete accuracy and accepts 
responsibility for the authenticity of the items offered for auction. 
Photographs are provided for the guidance of the buyer. If you 
have any questions, please call L.H. Selman Ltd.

Exhibition
We invite you to view the auction items at our gallery located at 
410 South Michigan Avenue, Suite 207, Chicago, Illinois, 60605. 
Please call for an appointment, 800.538.0766 or 312.583.1177.

[Updated Auction 67]
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